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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.0  Introduction 

 The basic purpose of this thesis is to provide a reconstruction of Proto Northern Burmic and 

to describe the phonological relationships between the Northern Burmic languages. This work is 

relevant as a thorough analysis of this language family has not yet been conducted. This analysis 

relies primarily on data from six Northern Burmic languages, with the additional resource of 

Written Burmese. 

 In chapter 1, the background information on the languages under study and the basic 

approach of the thesis are described, chapter 2 gives a description of the lang-uages. The 

reconstruction is provided in chapter 3. A description of Proto Northern Burmic and a discussion of 

the phonological relationships between the Northern Burmic languages is given in chapter 4. 

Reconstructed vocabulary is entailed in chapter 5. 

 This chapter provides background information for this thesis such as a description of the 

Northern Burmic peoples, linguistic classification, literature review, historical reconstruction 

methodology, a brief statement of purpose, as well as sources for the linguistic data. 

 

1.1  Northern Burmic Historical, Cultural 

 and Geographic Background 

 

 The term Northern Burmic (Shafer 1966) is used in this thesis to refer to the grouping of 

Achang, Bela, Lashi, Maru, Phon, and Zaiwa. The primary data for this thesis is from speakers in 

the Kachin State in NE Myanmar (Burma) near the border of Yunnan, China (see section 1.7 for 

discussion of data). It must be stressed that this is by no means the only area in which these 
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languages are spoken as these language groups straddle the rugged mountain peaks between China 

and Myanmar. 

 Northern Burmic speakers are part of the Kachin Nation in Burma. The term Kachin can at 

times be confusing as it is used to refer both to a language group (Kachin is the Burmese word for 

Jingpho language speakers), and a larger grouping of peoples who share a similar historical and 

cultural identity. This term will be used in the latter sense in this thesis and will refer to the lingua 

franca used by Northern Burmic peoples as Jingpho (also spelled Jinghpaw). 

 Kachin peoples are said to have descended from a common ancestry. It is believed that the 

Kachin peoples were displaced from their original homeland on the Tibetan Plateau and migrated 

southeast settling in the mountainous border regions of China, Myanmar, and India. Johnstone 

(1993) reports 625,000 Kachin living in Myanmar, 20,000 (Diehl 1993) in China and 7,200 in India 

(Grimes 1996). Little is known of the early culture of the Kachin peoples although they have a long 

history as warriors. Kachin men are often identified by the long swords they wear. Kachin culture is 

historically centered around Myitkyina, and expanded by displacing and subjugating Shan peoples 

as far Northward as Putao. 

 The Kachin people live in a terrain of rugged mountains and valleys that extend from the 

Himalayas. Most of the mountains and alternating valleys run in a roughly North-South direction. 

The topography of the Kachin area varies from the very mountainous area of the North and East, to 

considerably smaller mountains and broader valleys in the South and West. The Irrawaddy river and 

its tributaries: the Tanai, Mogaung, Taping, and Shweli provide the primary drainage in this region. 

 This region is generally covered by a semi-tropical monsoon forest with dense undergrowth. 

There are varieties of bamboo, cane, and tuberous plants which grow wild. Different types of 

wildlife are in the Kachin area including fowl, squirrel, pigs, deer, leopards, tigers, bears, snakes, 

and occasionally, elephants in the lowlands (Tegenfeldt 1974:9). 

 The majority of Kachin peoples are agriculturists. They practice wet rice farming on 

terraced slopes. Water buffaloes are used to plow and till the soil. There is some slash and burn 
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agriculture. Here the crops are more varied including corn, millet, potatoes and soybeans. The 

practice of slash and burn agriculture is becoming more rare as farmers run out of suitable land. 

Other occupations include hunting and fishing, some mining, government service, spinning and 

weaving, and trade. 

 Kachin settlement is generally in mountain villages. Early settlement in these areas served 

for defensive purposes. The village is governed by a chief and elders. The chief has ownership over 

the land, and influence over nearly every aspect of life in the village. The chief allots land for 

housing and farming with the council of his elders. A man becomes a chief through inheritance; he 

is usually the youngest son of a previous chief. 

 Descent is patrilineal, with settlement taking place patrilocially. Within the family, the older 

sons are expected to leave home and succeed on their own, while the youngest son succeeds his 

father. Physical property, aside from land and house, is equally divided among the sons. Inheritance 

is only to the sons since the daughters are provided for by the families into which they marry. 

 An individual clan divides broader Kachin society in two basic categories, those clans who 

give brides, and those clans who receive brides. The most important influence in Kachin society is 

the clan. Each clan traces its descent from one of the sons of Wahkyet Wa, the forerunner of all the 

Kachin clans. In some cases where a clan grows sufficiently in numbers and prestige, it may be 

divided into smaller clans. This division permits intermarriage (which would have been prohibited 

prior to the division) within the original clan (Tegenfeldt 1974:24). Marriage is mostly arranged, 

although a form of bride stealing is often practiced.
1
 

 Differing customs are present among the major clans. These groups roughly correspond to 

distinctive language groups among the Kachin. The differences are most obvious in the dress of the 

women, but extend to other areas as well (Tegenfeldt 1974:28). Religiously, the Kachin peoples are 

mixed. There is often an overlay of syncretistic beliefs in spirits called nats mixed together with 

                                            
1
 Often this bride stealing, or kidnapping, is part of an arranged marriage. 
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Buddhist, animist, or Christian beliefs. A considerable number of Kachins have converted to 

Christianity since 1900. 
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Figure 1.  Southeast Asia. 

 

 

 

Figure 2.  Area of Map 1 insert. Northern Myanmar.
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1.2  Linguistic Classification of Northern 

 Burmic Languages 

 Few places in the world are as linguistically diverse as Southeast Asia. Here, the confluence 

of the three major language families of Austro-Asiatic, Austro-Tai and Sino-Tibetan paints a 

colorful picture. Within this picture, Sino-Tibetan includes Sinitic, or Chinese languages, and 

Tibeto-Karen (Benedict 1972). Tibeto-Karen is then subdivided into Karen
2
 and Tibeto-Burman.  

 The classification of Northern Burmic languages has been variously portrayed by different 

linguists, with many linguists using Shafer's (1966) classification shown as follows: 

 

              Tibeto-Burman 
 

     Bodic                          Burmic                           Baric 
 
 

 
   Nungish                 Mruish       Tsairelish         Burmish     Luish      Kukish        Katsunish 

 
   Rawang              Burma Branch                  Lolo Branch          Hor   Hsinhsia          Kachin 
   Matu Kauri 
   Metam Jili 
   Tamalu 
   Tukiumu 
 

             Southern      Northern             Tonkin    Northern       Southern        Central 

 
    Burmese   Maru   Lashi   Atsi   Phun   Achang      Lisu 
   etc. etc. 
 

 

Figure 3.  Shafer's (1966) classification of Tibeto-Burman. 

 

 

 

 Shafer's classification is somewhat unusual in its inclusion of Phon (Phun) in the 

subgrouping of the Northern Burma branch.
3
 

                                            
2
 It must be mentioned that the relationship of Karen to Tibeto-Burman is somewhat unclear at present with 

some linguists (Benedict 1972) classifying Karen as a sister node to Tibeto-Burman (TB) and others classifying Karen 

as a daughter node to Tibeto-Burman (Delancy 1990). Benedict's classification of Karen outside of TB is based largely 

on the reconstructed three tone system and the typology of Karen as an SVO language as opposed to the prototypical 

TB typology of SOV. It is entirely possible that Karen has been influenced by Mon sentence structure (Fraser Bennett 

personal communication). 

 
3
 Most of the classifications use the name Atsi for Zaiwa and Kachin for Jingpho. 
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 Another classification of Tibeto-Burman developed by Benedict (1972) is shown in figure 4: 

 
            Tibeto-Burman 

 
     Tibetan-        Bahing-      Arbor-Miri      Burmese-Lolo    Kuki-Chin      Kachin        Bodo- 
     Kanauri         Vayu          Dafla                  Garo 

 
      Extinct     Residual Subtypes    Nungish     Burmese-Maru    S.Lolo     N.Lolo     Kachin 
    Jili 
    Luish 
 

                                                         Nung      Burmese     Maru     Lisu          Taman 
                                                        Trung                                        etc. 
 

                                                                         Burmese     Maru 
 Lashi 
 Atsi 
 Achang 
 
 

Figure 4.  Benedict's (1972) classification of Tibeto-Burman. 
 

 

 

 Egerod (1974) portrays the constituency of the Burma Branch somewhat differently, 

depicted in figure 5: 

 
Tibeto-Burman 

 
Tibetic (Bodic)     Burmic     Baric 

 
         Marginal Affinities               Naga          Burmic         Kachinish                   Kukish 

 
         Mru       Nung       Luish                        Burmish           Kachin 

 
                       Nung                         Lolo                 Burma Branch 
 Rawang 
 Trung 
 

                       Southern  Northern         Burmese 
 Maru 
 

 Lisu Lashi 
 etc. Atsi 
 

 

Figure 5.  Egerod's (1974) classification of Tibeto-Burman. 

 

 

 

 It is interesting that Egerod classifies Burmese together with Maru, Lashi, and Atsi under the 

Burma branch; this grouping is not shared by most linguists. 
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 Ruhlen's (1987) classification is as follows: 

 

             Tibeto-Burman 
 
       Tibetic        Burmic        Baric 
 

 
             Kuki-Naga             Burmese-Moso        Kachin-Luic 

 
                Moso     Burmese-Lolo       Kachin  Luic   Rawang 

 
        Moso(Naxi)  Burmic  Lolo Jinghpaw 
     
      Southern     Northern 

 
      Burmese      Phun 
 Achang 
 Maru 
 Lashi 
 Tsaiwa 
 

 

Figure 6. Ruhlen's (1987) classification of Tibeto-Burman. 

 

 

 

 Ruhlen's classification is similar to Shafer's by its inclusion of Phon (Phun). Another 

classification proposed by Dai Qingxia (1993) is as follows: 

 

                Tibeto-Burman 

  
     Northern     Southern 

 
      Jiarongic-     Tibetan     Jingpho          Yi-Burmese     Bai        Tujia 
              Drungic 
 

 Jingpho Burmic Nu Yi 

 
  Achang Nu Yi 
  Zaiwa  Nashi 
  Lashi  Hani 
  Langsu  Lisu 
  Bela  Lahu 
    Jino 
 

 

Figure 7.  Dai Qingxia's (1993) classification of Tibeto-Burman. 
 

 

 

 Dai Qingxia also includes Bela under his Burmic classification and uses the Chinese name 

Langsu for Maru. 
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 All of these classifications group Lashi, Maru and Zaiwa under a single node in Tibeto-

Burman. Only Egerod fails to include Achang in this group. Egerod posits Burmese in the same 

node as these languages, while Shafer, Benedict, and Ruhlen place Burmese on a sister node. Shafer 

and Ruhlen include Phon in the family along with Achang, Lashi, Maru and Zaiwa, while Dai 

includes Bela. All of the linguistic classifications agree that Jingpho is somewhat distantly related to 

these languages. 

 This thesis will consider all of these languages and their relationships to provide a refined 

stammbaum diagram in chapter 4, following a reconstruction of Proto Northern Burmic in chapter 

3. 

 

1.3  Literature Review 

 Although Benedict (1972) touches upon Maru in the Conspectus, the most thorough 

reconstructions of the Northern Burmic languages are by Burling (1967) and Bradley (1979). Both 

of these reconstructions use Maru and Zaiwa data, but are geared toward a reconstruction of the 

larger family of Proto-Lolo. Burling’s work includes Spoken Burmese, Zaiwa (Atsi), Maru, Lisu, 

Lahu, Hani, and Akha. Burling's reconstruction is shown in figure 8: 

 

                Proto-Lolo-Burmese 

 

         Proto-Burmish          Proto-Loloish 

 

         Burmese        Atsi Maru        Lisu        Lahu  Akha 

 

 Figure 8.  Burling's (1967) reconstruction of Proto-Lolo-Burmese. 
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 One of the greatest weaknesses of Burling's reconstruction is the use of Spoken Burmese as 

opposed to Written Burmese, as Written Burmese provides a window to historical forms dating 

back to the twelfth century, while Spoken Burmese has sharply diverged (see section 2.1.1.8) from 

these earlier written forms. This weakness and Burling's neglect of Lolo and Lashi data are noted by 

Matisoff (1968) in his review of Burling's (1967) reconstruction.  

 Bradley's Proto-Loloish is a more thorough treatment of the reconstruction of Proto-Lolo. 

Bradley considers a broader range of languages as well as written and inscriptional forms of 

Burmese. Bradley's approach is illustrated in figure 9: 

 
             Proto-Loloish 

 

    Loloish              Kanburi Lawa         Burmish         Other           Extinct 

 
 
Southern Central  Northern       Burmese      Other Burmish        Nahsi          Nanchao 
               Pai             Pyu 
               Chiang        Hsihsia 
Akoid Wonoid Maru 
Bisoid Loloid Atsi 
Mpioid Lisoid 
Sila  Lahoid      

 

 Figure 9.  Bradley's (1979) reconstruction of Proto-Loloish. 

 

 

 

 Although these two studies relate to the current thesis, they are broader in scope, 

reconstructing a larger and more diverse grouping of languages. The purpose and scope of this 

investigation focuses more narrowly on Northern Burmic languages.  

 

1.4  Overview of the Comparative Method 

 The comparative method is used to recover earlier linguistic forms as well as establishing 

genetic affinity among languages. Application of the comparative method to related languages 

yields an earlier, possibly non-extant parent language, called a proto language. The proto language 
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is derived by observing systematic correspondences in its related descendant languages. These 

systematic correspondences are derived by observing patterns in cognates. Once observed, the 

correspondences are captured by phonological rules. These phonological rules express the historical 

development of the proto language into its descendant languages. The phonological rules state the 

phonological difference between the descendant language and the proto language and provide an 

index for how the descendant language has diverged. In general, phonological divergence increases 

with the number of rules. 

 As some languages may appear to be related based on a few lexical items, it is necessary to 

rely on a large corpus of data. Some similarities may arise by chance such as the Korean word [] 

"two" and the English word [] "two" which have separate origins but would appear to be related 

at first glance. Borrowing may also give two languages the appearance of being related. Consider 

the following examples: 

     English  French 
       veal     veal 
       beef     boeuf 
       pork     porc 
 

(adapted from Hock 1991) 

 

 These examples show French words which were incorporated into English following the 

Norman conquest of England. Since borrowing tends to take place within limited domains, it is 

necessary to compare cognates over a broad semantic range indicative of the entire vocabulary of 

the languages under comparison. 

 A successful comparative reconstruction provides a glimpse of the proto language and is 

used to establish language families and relationships between these languages. 
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1.5  Tibeto-Burman Reconstruction 

 Tibeto-Burman reconstruction
4
 differs from other comparative reconstruction in the 

reconstruction of roots, and the development of tone. Most scholars conceive Tibeto-Burman roots 

as being monosyllabic (Matisoff 1973). Thus, the domain of focus is the syllable. Like many 

languages, Tibeto-Burman syllables exhibit the effect of immediate constituency (Selkirk 1982), 

such that the nucleus and coda bear a strong affinity and as such are analyzed as a single unit called 

the rhyme. Although the onset may affect rhymes and tones, the effect is not as strong, allowing the 

onset to be analyzed separately. Tones in Tibeto-Burman languages, like Sino-Tibetan languages 

may have originated through a process called tonogenesis (Matisoff 1973). Tonogenesis takes place 

when a language that previously had no tonal contrast acquires a tonal contrast subsequent to a loss 

in initial and/or final consonants. Examples of this are Tibetan and Vietnamese (Haudricourt 1954), 

which were at one time toneless, but the modern spoken languages are tonal.  

 

1.6  Source of Linguistic Data 

 Part of the linguistic data presented in this thesis is from Wannemacher (1995) for Achang, 

Bhamo Jingpho, Lashi, Maru, and Zaiwa. His phonological sketches of these languages are used 

heavily in chapter 2. Edmondson (1992) provided recorded Bela data and helped in the tonal 

analysis. The Burmese data are a combination of material from Matisoff (1976), Bradley (1979) and 

Bennett (1995). The Phon data are from Henderson's (1986) summary of Luce's data. 

 

1.7  Purpose of Thesis 

 The purpose of this thesis is to describe the phonological properties of the Northern Burmic 

language family and reconstruct Proto Northern Burmic based on data from Achang, Bela, Lashi, 
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Maru, Phon, Zaiwa, and Written Burmese. The reconstruct-ion of Proto Northern Burmic and the 

rules used to derive the descendant languages will be used to provide a detailed subgrouping of 

Northern Burmic languages. 

                                                                                                                                                 
 

4
 The standard reference work for Tibeto-Burman and Sino-Tibetan reconstruction is Benedict's (1972) Sino-

Tibetan: A Conspectus. Although this work does not define a systematic approach or methodology for Tibeto-Burman 

reconstruction, it nevertheless provides an overview of the Tibeto-Burman picture and examples of reconstructed roots. 
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CHAPTER 2 

OVERVIEW OF THE KACHIN LANGUAGE PICTURE 

2.0  Introduction  

 In this chapter, we will consider general characteristics of the languages under investigation. 

These languages are grouped in two categories: Non-Northern Burmic languages such as Burmese 

and Jingpho, and Northern Burmic languages. The purpose of this chapter is to provide the reader 

with an overview of these languages before the phonological reconstruction in chapter 3. 

2.1  Non-Northern Burmic Languages 

 The non-Northern Burmic languages considered here include Burmese and Jingpho. 

Burmese, on Shafer's (1966) Southern Burmic branch is closely related to Northern Burmic 

languages such as Achang, Bela, Lashi, Maru, Phon, and Zaiwa. The separation of Southern and 

Northern Burmic will be briefly considered in section 4.2.4. As the Stammbaum diagrams in section 

1.7 indicate, Jingpho’s exclusion from North-ern Burmic languages is not controversial and will not 

be considered in this thesis.
5
 Jingpho, a trade language among the Kachin peoples, is considered in 

order to eliminate borrowed words from the Northern Burmic vocabulary. 

2.1.1  Burmese 

 This section considers basic traits of Burmese such as the syllable structure, consonant and 

vowel inventories, distribution, and suprasegmental considerations. Additionally, attention will be 

given to the transcription of Written Burmese and Modern Spoken Burmese and the historical sound 

changes encapsulated in the difference between these two forms of Burmese. The transcription of 

Written Burmese and the historical development of sound changes are relevant to the reconstruction 

of Proto Northern Burmic as the Northern Burmic languages are closely related to Burmese and 

                                            
5
 For a detailed discussion of the historical context of Jingpho see Burling (1971). 
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may have undergone similar phonological processes. Burmese is used throughout this thesis as an 

index for comparison. 

 

2.1.1.1  General 

 The most recent population statistic cited by Grimes (1996) puts the number of Burmese 

speakers in the world at 31 million. These speakers are principally from Myanmar, but also include 

speakers located in Bangladesh, USA, Macao, Malaysia, and Thailand. The Burmese data used in 

this thesis is from multiple sources. The primary source is from Bennett (1995), while secondary 

sources include Matisoff (1976), Bradley (1979), and Wheatley (1990). 

 

2.1.1.2  Syllable Structure 

 There are two main types of syllables in Burmese, major syllables and minor
6
, or reduced, 

syllables. In a reduced syllable there is no medial consonant, coda, or tonal contrasts, and the vowel 

is reduced to a mid central lax vowel []. These syllables are bound to a major syllable, usually 

occurring singly, although they can sometimes occur in pairs. Minor syllables are always followed 

by a major syllable. Minor syllables are historically related to full syllables, but have lost features 

through various phonological processes (Wheatley 1990). 

 In a major syllable there are five components: the initial consonant or onset (C1), a medial 

glide (G), a vowel V1 or diphthong V1(V2), a final or coda (C2), and tone T. Among these only C1, 

V1, and T are obligatory. Thus the syllable structure appears as follows: 

C1(G)V1(V2)(C2)T 

 Symbols enclosed by parentheses are optional elements, while those elements without 

parentheses are required. 

                                            
6
 This major-minor syllable pattern in Burmese is not typical of Tibeto-Burman languages is believed to have 

been inherited from Mon-Khmer languages (Wheatley 1990). 
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2.1.1.3  Consonants 

 The inventory of consonants is shown in table 1, which shows the segments by manner of 

articulation in the left column, and place of articulation in the top row: 

 

 

TABLE 1 

 

BURMESE CONSONANT INVENTORY 

 
 LAB DTL ALV PAL VLR GLT 

Plosive      vl asp      
                 vl      
                 vd asp {}  {}  {} 
                 vd      
Fricative   vl asp   ()   
                 vl  ()    
                 vd   ()   
Nasal    vl      
            vd      
Lateral   vl      
              vd      
Approximant   vl   {}   
                       vd   {}   

 

 

 

 Segments enclosed in {braces} are present only in Written Burmese, while those segments 

shown in (parentheses) are present only in Modern Spoken Burmese; all other segments are present 

in both spoken and written forms. Voiceless aspirated plosives and fricatives are written as [-] for 

comparative purposes, while all other aspirated segments are written in the more traditional manner 

as [-].
7
 

 

                                                                                                                                                 
 
7
 The presence of a dash [-] indicates that there may be several segments that occupy this place, thus, [-] 

represents: and in Written Burmese. 
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2.1.1.4  Vowels 

The inventory of vowels is shown in table 2 which maps the segments by rel-ative height on 

the left column and place on the top row: 

TABLE 2 

 

BURMESE VOWEL INVENTORY 

 
 Front Central Back 

High         tense   
            lax   

Mid          tense   ()
           lax   

  Low             
 

 

 

 Segments enclosed in [brackets] are phonetic only, while those segments shown in 

(parentheses) are present in only in Modern Spoken Burmese; all other segments are present in both 

spoken and written forms.  

 

2.1.1.5  Distribution 

 All consonants are allowed in the initial consonant (C1) position. The following initial 

clusters (C1G) are observed in the data: 



All vowels are allowed in the V1 position. The 

diphthongs (V1V2) are restricted to Final consonants (C2) are restricted to the 

nasal and voiceless stop series  
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2.1.1.6  Suprasegmental Considerations 

 There are three contrastive tones in Burmese in non-stopped
8
 syllables: creaky, level, and heavy (or 

breathy).
9
 There is only one tone in stopped syllables, which is referred to as a "killed tone." 

Although Burmese does not have contrastive tense-lax voice quality, it does have the characteristic 

of sharp, rapid, glottal closure at the coda which is somewhat tense.
10

 

 

2.1.1.7  Transliteration 

 Nearly sixty percent
11

 of the population of Myanmar speak Burmese as their native language. 

The Modern Burmese spoken by these people, however, is in most cases
12

 radically different than 

that recorded in the Burmese script. For example the word for "chicken" today is pronounced [] 

while the orthography reflects the older pro-nunciation of [], while the word "louse" which is 

pronounced today as [], was formerly [:].
13

 

 The Burmese script has complex, sociolinguistically rich history. The Burmese script 

developed after the defeat of the Mons in A.D. 1057. This script was an adaptation of the Mon 

script to the spoken Burmese of the time. The Mon script, in turn, was adapted from the Brahmi 

script of India. 

                                            
8
 A stopped syllable is a syllable with a stop in the coda (C2) position. The stopped verses non-stopped syllable 

distinction is an important distinction in Tibeto-Burman languages.  

 
9
 Tonal categories are identical for Written and Spoken Burmese. 

 
10

 Jerry Edmondson, personal communication. 

 
11

 The Ethnologue (Grimes 1996) lists 58.41% of the population comprising 21,553,000 native speakers. 

Additionally there are 3 million second language speakers (Voegelin and Voegelin 1977)  The World Almanac (1995) 

lists the total worldwide number of speakers including second language speakers at 31 million. 

 
12

 The Burmese Dialects of Arakanese and Tavoyan are reputed to be somewhat more con-servative than 

central Burmese (Wheatley 1990). 

 
13

 While Written Burmese is shown in a phonetic format, this does  not imply that the exact pronunciation is 

known; rather this form is used for general comparison only. 
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 Pali, being the language of the Buddhist scriptures influenced Burmese vocabulary and 

literary styles. Pali vocabulary is used for religious, scientific, linguistic, and medical terminology. 

Pali is also used for adapting foreign words much like Latin and Greek are used in European 

languages. For instance, the Burmese word for "spaceship" is [:] which is a compound 

from the Pali word A KA SA "space, expanse," rendered [:] in spoken Burmese, and the 

Pali word YANA "vehicle" rendered [] in Burmese (Wheatley 1990). In written communication, 

words borrowed from Pali are easily distinguishable from native Burmese words as a different 

script for borrowed words. 

 Such borrowed words while interesting historically, will be omitted from consideration in 

the historical reconstruction of Proto Northern Burmic as Pali belongs to the Indo-European 

language family. 

 By considering the difference between the transliteration of Modern Spoken Burmese and 

that of Written Burmese, it is possible to determine the historical sound changes between the 

Written and Spoken language.  

 Burmese transliteration has a long history. Even today new transliterations (or 

romanizations) are evident. The latest change in place names took place after 1988. Other than the 

change in the country name from Burma to Myanmar, most of these changes are phonetically more 

similar to spoken Burmese (Turner 1994). Some of these name changes are as follows: 

  Old Name New Name 

  Akyab Sittwe 

  Bassein Psthein 

  Maymyo Pyin Oo Lwin 
  Moulmein Mawlamyine 

  Myohaung Mrauk-U 

  Pagan Bagan 

  Pegu Bago 

  Prome Pyi 

  Rangoon Yangon 

  Irrawaddy R. Ayeyarwady R. 

  Salween R. Thanlwin R. 

 Sittang R. Sittoung R. 
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 The transliteration system used here is primarily from Matisoff (1976), with some details 

from Bradley (1979, 1995). Additional sources include Roop (1972) and Okell (1971, 1994).  

 

2.1.1.7.1  Written Burmese Transcription 

 The following charts summarize the transliteration of Written Burmese used in this 

document. The chart of onsets has a row of Written Burmese characters (entitled "Burmese"), with 

another row directly beneath (entitled "Written Tran") containing the transcriptional equivalent for 

each of the Written Burmese characters. The following tabulated data are broken into categories of 

onsets, onsets with vocalic and tonal infor-mation, medials, vowels and tones, stop codas and nasal 

codas. 

 

2.1.1.7.1.1  Onsets 

The onset transcription for Written Burmese is as follows: 

 

   Burmese: ပ ဗ တ ဒ က ဂ စ အ 

   Written Tran:        
   Burmese: ဖ ဘ ထ ဓ ခ ဃ ဆ 

   Written Tran:        

   Burmese: မ န င ည လ ယ ရ ဝ 

   Written Tran:        
   Burmese: မ     င  ည  လ  ယ  ရ  ဝ  

   Written Tran:        

   Burmese: ဇ သ ဟ     

   Written Tran:        

 
 Note [န] may be written as [E] and onsets may be written as subscripts [-®] in borrowed words. 

Aspiration [  S] may be written as [-] depending on the context. 

 

 

2.1.1.7.1.2  Onset-Vowel-Tones 

 

 In some cases, the onset in Written Burmese also carries vocalic and tonal information, these 

cases are shown as follows: 
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Burmese: ဤ ဦ ဥ 

Written Tran:   
Tone: level creaky 

 
 

2.1.1.7.1.3  Medials   

 The transcription of Written Burmese medials is shown as follows: 

 

Burmese: -s j- -G 

Written Tran:   

 

 

2.1.1.7.1.4  Vowel-Tones 

 Tonal information is most commonly encoded with vocalic information in Written Burmese. 

The transcription of this information is as follows: 

 

  Burmese: a-Y a-mh -d -kdY creaky tone () 

  Burmese: a- a-mf -D -dk level tone ( ) 

  Burmese: a-; a-m -D; -dk; heavy tone (:) 

  Written Tran:      

  Burmese: -k -Jh -  creaky tone () 

  Burmese: -l -,f -m  level tone ( ) 

  Burmese: -l; -J -m;  heavy tone (:) 

  Written Tran:      

 
 Note [ m ] may be written as [ g], [  k] may be written as [ K], and [  l] may be written as [ L ] depending on 

the context. 

 

2.1.1.7.1.5  Codas-Stops 

 The transcription of stopped codas and tone in Written Burmese is as follows: 

 

   Burmese: ပ  တ  စ  က  

   Written Tran:    
   Tone: killed tone 
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2.1.1.7.1.6  Codas-Nasals 

 

 The transcription of nasal codas and tones in Written Burmese is as follows: 

 

   Burmese: -မ   -န    -ည   -    -င   creaky tone 

   Burmese: -မ   - H -န  -ည  -   -င   - F level tone 

   Burmese: -မ   -န   -ည   -    -င   heavy tone 

   Written Tran:      

 
 

 

2.1.1.7.2  Modern Spoken Burmese Transcription 

 The following charts summarize the Transliteration of Modern Spoken Burmese used in this 

document. The chart of onsets has a row of Written Burmese characters (entitled "Burmese"), with 

another row directly beneath (entitled "Spoken Tran") containing the transcriptional equivalent 

approximating the sound(s) used in Modern Spoken (Rangoon) Burmese for each of the Written 

Burmese characters. The following tabulated data are broken into categories of onsets, onsets with 

vocalic and tonal infor-mation, medials, vowels and tones, stop codas and nasal codas. 

2.1.1.7.2.1  Onsets 

The onset transcription for Modern Spoken Burmese is as follows: 

 

   Burmese: ပ ဗ တ ဒ က ဂ စ အ 

   Spoken Tran:        
   Burmese: ဖ ဘ ထ ဓ ခ ဃ ဆ 

   Spoken Tran:        

   Burmese: မ န င ည လ ယ ရ ဝ 

   Spoken Tran:        
   Burmese: မ     င  ည  လ  ယ  ရ  ဝ  

   Spoken Tran:        

   Burmese: ဇ သ ဟ     

   Spoken Tran:        
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2.1.1.7.2.2  Onset-Vowel-Tones 

 

 In some cases, the onset in Written Burmese also carries vocalic and tonal information, these 

cases are as follows: 

 

Burmese: ဤ ဦ ဥ 

Spoken Tran:   
Tone: level creaky 

 

 

2.1.1.7.2.3  Medials 

 

 The transcription of Modern Spoken Burmese medials is as follows: 

 

Burmese: -s j- -G 

Spoken Tran:   

  

 

2.1.1.7.2.4  Vowel-Tones 

 

 Tonal information is most commonly encoded with vocalic information in Written Burmese. 

The transcription of this information into Modern Spoken Burmese is as follows: 

 

  Burmese: a-Y a-mh -d -kdY    creaky tone () 

  Burmese: a- a-mf -D -dk    level tone ( ) 

  Burmese: a-; a-m -D; -dk;    heavy tone (:) 

  Spoken Tran:     
  Burmese: -k -Jh -     creaky tone () 

  Burmese: -l -,f -m     level tone ( ) 

  Burmese: -l; -J -m;     heavy tone (:) 

  Spoken Tran:     
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2.1.1.7.2.5  Codas-Stops 

 The transcription of Written Burmese stopped codas and tone into Modern Spoken Burmese 

is as follows: 

 

   Burmese: ပ  တ  စ  က  

   Spoken Tran:    
   Tone: killed tone 

 

 Note that all of the final stops become the glottal stop in Modern spoken Burmese. 

 

2.1.1.7.2.6  Codas-Nasals 

The transcription of Written Burmese nasal codas and tone into Modern Spoken Burmese is as 

follows: 

 

   Burmese: -မ   -န    -ည   -    -င   creaky tone 

   Burmese: -မ   - H -န  -ည  -   -င   - F level tone 

   Burmese: -မ   -န   -ည   -    -င   heavy tone 

   Written Tran: V  V  V  V   

  

 Note that all of the final nasals are lost and the preceding vowel becomes nasalized in Modern 

Spoken Burmese. 

2.1.1.8  Diachronic Changes 

 As noted in the section 2.1.1.7, there has been a considerable amount of phonological 

changes in Burmese. In this section we will consider how Modern Spoken Burmese contrasts with 

Written Burmese. Since Written Burmese dates to the twelfth century, this will section will provide 

a brief account for the phonological changes in Burmese over the last 700 years. This diachronic 

phonology of Burmese is a useful index by which to gauge changes in the Northern Burmic 

languages under study. Much of the following analysis relies on the description provided by 

Matisoff (1976). 
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2.1.1.8.1  Initials 

 Initial consonants have in some cases lost features, such as the initial aspirated voiced stops 

losing their aspiration: 

2.1  > #_____ 

 In other cases, initial consonants have merged completely with other consonants as the 

following rules illustrate (note the numbering of these rules does not imply order): 

2.2   > #_____
2.3   > #_____
2.4   > #_____

 The merger of the voiceless alveolar fricative and the voiceless dental fricative occured prior 

to the voiceless palatal merger with the voiceless alveolar fricative.

 

2.1.1.8.2  Medials 

Medial consonants have undergone the merger of the retroflex with the palatal, as the 

following rule illustrates: 

2.5   > #_____ 

 

2.1.1.8.3  Vowels 

 Vowels in open syllables have gone through various changes. One change is a lengthening 

of the mid tense front vowel to the diphthong //: 

2.6   > C_____# 

 

 The diphthong becomes the mid tense back vowel in an open syllable: 

2.7   > C_____# 
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 The diphthong becomes the diphthong  in an open syllable: 

2.8   > C_____#

 The diphthong becomes the mid tense front vowel in an open syllable: 

2.9   > C_____#

 In closed syllables several changes take place which affect the vowels. It must be noted that 

these rules apply before those rules that affect the final consonants. The process whereby a low 

central vowel becomes a high tense vowel before a palatal final is described in rule 2.10: 

2.10   > /_____ - may be nasalized, may be  before 

 Note that // in rule 2.10 may be realized phonetically as .

 The low central vowel becomes a mid tense front vowel before a velar stop: 

2.11   > /_____ 

 Note that // in rule 2.11 may be realized phonetically as .

The bilabial medial and the low central vowel coalesce to become the high tense back vowel 

before labial and alveolar stops and nasals: 

2.12   > /_____ 

 Note that // in rule 2.12 may be realized phonetically as .

The low central vowel becomes the mid tense front vowel following the bilabial medial and 

before the velar stop: 

2.13   > /_____ 

 Note that // in rule 2.13 may be realized phonetically as .

 The low central vowel becomes the high tense front vowel following the bilabial medial and 

before the velar nasal: 

2.14   > _____

 Note that // in rule 2.14 may be realized phonetically as .
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 The diphthong becomes the diphthong before the velar stop and nasal: 

2.15   > /_____ 

 The high tense back vowel becomes the diphthong before the labial and alveolar stops 

and nasals: 

2.16   > _____

 The high tense front vowel becomes the diphthong before the labial and alveolar stops 

and nasals: 

2.17   > _____ 

 

2.1.1.8.4  Finals 

 Final plosives have merged with the glottal stop: 

2.18   > _____# 

 
 Final nasals are lost leaving only a trace of nasalization on the preceding vowel as shown 

follows:

2.19  VVVV >  V_____#

The closed syllable vowel changes must have occurred prior to the neutralization of the final 

consonants. This appears to have caused some instability in the final consonants leading to a loss of 

contrast, with the bilabial, alveolar, palatal, and velar stops unconditionally merging into the glottal 

stop, while the nasal series were lost and left only a nasalized trace on the nuclei
14

. The initial and 

medial changes do not appear to have influenced vowel quality. With few exceptions, the vowel 

changes show a high degree of symmetry, conditioned primarily by the place of articulation of the 

final. 

                                            
14

 The effects of immediate constituency (Selkirk 1982) is observed in the nucleus and coda relationships in 

Burmese. 
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Additionally, Matisoff (1976) notes that a principal difference between Old Burmese and 

Middle Burmese is the merger of the Old Burmese medial /--/ and Middle Burmese /--/ after 

velars, and /--/ after labials. 

2.1.2  Jingpho 

 This section covering Jingpho considers basic traits such as the syllable structure, consonant 

and vowel inventories, distribution, and suprasegmental considerations. Additionally, section 

2.1.2.7 considers borrowed words in Northern Burmic languages. The main use of Jingpho in this 

thesis is to determine which words in the Northern Burmic inventory may have been borrowed from 

this source to insure a faithful reconstruction of Proto Northern Burmic.  

 

2.1.2.1  General 

 There are 652,000 Jingpho speakers in Myanmar, China, and India. The vast majority of 

these speakers are in the Kachin State, Myanmar.
15

 Jingpho is used as a lingua franca among the 

Achang, Bela, Lashi, Maru, Phon, and Zaiwa. Dialects noted by Wannemacher (1995) include, 

Bhamo
16

, Dulong, Gauri, Htingnai, Hkahku, and Singhpaw. The Bhamo Jingpho dialect will be 

considered here. 

2.1.2.2  Syllable Structure 

 A schematic syllable structure of Bhamo Jingpho is composed of an initial consonant C1 a 

medial glide (G), which is either the alveolar /r/ or the palatal approximant /j/, a vowel V1 or vowel 

diphthong V1(V2). The coda is composed of a consonant (C2). The final element is the tone, which 

is actually a suprasegmental form, represented by the symbol T. Thus the syllable structure appears 

as follows: 

                                            
15

 Grimes (1996) notes 625,000 in Myanmar, 20,000 in China, and 7,200 in India. 

16
 Bhamo Jingpho is nearly identical to Myitkyina Jingpho. 
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C1 (G) V1 (V2)(C2)T 

 

 

Symbols in parentheses are optional elements, while those without parentheses are 

obligatory. All consonants are allowed in the initial position C1, while the final consonant position 

(C2), is limited to nasals or voiceless stops. The vowel may be a simple vowel V1 or a diphthong 

V1(V2), all vowels are allowed in the V1 position, while (V2) is restricted to [i u]. Tone T is 

obligatory and maps over vocalic elements and the coda when it is occupied by a nasal. 

 Syllable types in the data include: C, CV, CVV, CVC, CGV, CGVC, CGVV. Since the 

syllable initial glottal stop is present phonetically but not phonemically, it is also possible to posit 

onsetless syllable types such as V, VV, and VC. 

 

2.1.2.3  Consonants 

 The inventory of Bhamo Jingpho consonants is shown in table 3: 

 

 

 

TABLE 3 

 

BHAMO CONSONANT INVENTORY 

 
 LAB ALV ALP VLR GLT 

Plosive     vl asp     
                vl  unasp     
                vd     
Affricate   vl  unasp     
                vd     
Fricative   vl     
                vd     
Nasal     
Lateral     
Approximant     

 

 

 Segments enclosed in [brackets] are phonetic while those segments without brackets are 

phonemic. 
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2.1.2.4  Vowels 

The inventory of vowels is shown in table 4: 

 

 

 

TABLE 4 

 

BHAMO VOWEL INVENTORY 

 
 Front Central Back 

High    tense   
        lax   

Mid     tense   
        lax   

Low             
 

 

 Segments enclosed in [brackets] are phonetic while those segments without brackets are 

phonemic.  

2.1.2.5  Distribution 

 All consonants are allowed in the initial consonant (C1) position. The following initial 

clusters (C1G) are allowed: All vowels are allowed 

in the V1 position. The diphthongs (V1V2) are restricted to Final consonants (C2) are 

restricted to the nasal and voiceless stop series  

2.1.2.6  Suprasegmental Considerations 

 There are four contrastive tones in non-stopped syllables (53, 55, 31, 33) and three tones in 

stopped syllables (53, 31, 33). Tones in reduced syllables appear to assimilate to the height of the 

following syllable. Jingpho has tense-lax voice contrast. 

2.1.2.7  Borrowing 

 In order to sift language data for borrowing, it is necessary to compare non-related trade 

languages. After comparing Bhamo Jingpho to the Northern Burmic languages, there appears to be 
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limited borrowing from Bhamo Jingpho in Northern Burmic languages. Where Written Burmese 

appears to have cognates with Bhamo Jingpho it is assumed that these words in Northern Burmic 

have descended from Proto Burmic (from which Proto Northern Burmic is derived). Thus, where 

there is a Written Burmese cognate correlating with Northern Burmese words, the Northern 

Burmese words are used to reconstruct Proto Northern Burmese. 

 Among the Northern Burmic languages, Zaiwa has the most borrowed words from Bhamo 

Jingpho: 30 of 399 (8%) on the word list are borrowed. Phon has 13 borrowed words out of 273 

(5%), of this, 9 (3%) are from Bhamo Jingpho and 4 (2%) are identified in Henderson (1986) as 

deriving from Shan. Maru has 16 borrowed words from Bhamo Jingpho out of 392 (4%). Achang 

and Lashi have relatively few borrowed words from Bhamo Jingpho: 13 of 404 (3%), and 13 of 406 

(3%) words are borrowed respectively. Bela has the lowest percentage of borrowed words from 

Bhamo Jingpho with 4 of 197 (2%).  

 The primary domain of borrowed terms are from words for items such as fruit, nuts, liquor. 

These items that are undoubtedly traded in the area and where a common vocabulary would 

conceivably develop. These words account for 36% of all borrowed words. Once these borrowed 

words are screened out of the correspondences, there appears to be no systematic phonological 

relationship between Bhamo Jingpho and Northern Burmic languages.
17

 

2.2  Northern Burmic Languages 

 This section provides a brief description of Northern Burmic (Shafer 1966) languages. 

These languages include Achang, Lashi, Maru, Phon, and Zaiwa. Bela is also included here as it is 

part of Dai's (1993) grouping under Burmic languages. 

 

                                            
17

 This is consistent with the prevailing scholarship noted in section 1.7, and Burlings (1971) analysis. 
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2.2.1  Achang 

 This section considers basic aspects of Achang such as the syllable structure, consonant and 

vowel inventories, distribution, and suprasegmental considerations. Much of the analysis and data 

presented here is from Wannemacher (1995).
18

  

2.2.1.1  General 

 Achang is spoken by about 29,400 speakers (Grimes 1996:539) primarily in the Yunnan 

province of China along the border of Myanmar. There are also a few speakers in Myanmar. 

Achang is an official minority language in China. 

2.2.1.2  Syllable Structure 

 A schematic syllable structure of Achang is composed of an initial consonant C1 a medial 

glide (G), which is always the palatal approximant a vowel (V1) or vowel diphthong (V1(V2)). 

The coda is composed of a consonant (C2). The final element is the tone, which is actually a 

suprasegmental form, represented by the symbol T. Thus the syllable structure appears as follows: 

C1 (G)(V1 (V2))(C2)T 

Symbols in parentheses are optional elements, while those without parentheses are 

obligatory. All consonants are allowed in the initial position C1, while the final consonant position 

(C2), is limited to nasals or voiceless stops.
19

 The vowel may be a simple vowel (V1) or a diphthong 

(V1(V2)), all vowels are allowed in the (V1) position, while (V2) is restricted to []. Tone T is 

obligatory and maps over vocalic elements and the coda when it is occupied by a nasal. 

 Syllable types in the data include: C, CV, CVV, CVC, CVVC, CGV, CGVC, CGVV. Since 

the syllable initial glottal stop is present phonetically but not phonemic-ally, it is also possible to 

                                            
18

 The two Achang speakers, Mrs. Ruth in her 60s and Mrs. Wilai in her 40s, are both from Phimau. At the 

time of the elicitation, Mrs. Ruth had been in Thailand for 14 years and Mrs. Wilai for 8 years. Both speakers use 

Achang at home, and also speak Jingpho and Burmese. 

 
19

 Wannemacher (1995) notes the presence of final clusters in syllables such as 42 'winnow' and 

42 'when (?)' , these syllables are regarded as stopped with nasalized vowels in the present analysis. 
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posit onsetless syllable types such as V and VC. Consonantal syllable types are rare and restricted 

to syllabic nasals: // "fish," and // "five people." 

2.2.1.3  Consonants 

 The inventory of consonants is shown in table 5: 

 

 

 

TABLE 5 

 

ACHANG CONSONANT INVENTORY 

 
 LAB ALV ALP VLR GLT 

Plosive     vl asp     
                vl  unasp     
                vd     
Affricate   vl asp     
                vl  unasp     
                vd     
Fricative   vl     
Nasal     
Lateral     
Approximant     

 

 Segments enclosed in [brackets] are phonetic while those segments without brackets are 

phonemic.
20

 

 

                                            
20

 This analysis differs from Wannemacher's (1995) as the voiced stop series is considered to be phonetic, and 

Wannemacher considers this set phonemic. 
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2.2.1.4  Vowels 

The inventory of vowels is shown in table 6: 

 

 

 

TABLE 6 

 

ACHANG VOWEL INVENTORY 

 
 Front Central Back 

High         tense   
            lax   

Mid          tense   
           lax   

Low             
 

 

 

 Segments enclosed in [brackets] are phonetic while those segments without brackets are 

phonemic. 

 

2.2.1.5  Distribution 

 All consonants are allowed in the initial consonant (C1) position. The following initial 

clusters (C1G) are allowed: [ All vowels are allowed in the V1 

position. The diphthongs (V1V2) are restricted to . There are rare 

cases of the following diphthongs: . Final consonants (C2) are restricted to the 

nasal and voiceless stop series  

2.2.1.6  Suprasegmental Considerations 

 Achang has three tones in syllables with open and nasal codas. These tones are 

phonemically [55 33 31]. Stopped syllables have a single non-contrastive tone. Reduced syllables 

tend to assimilate to the tone of the following syllable.  
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 Achang has a tense-lax voice contrast. Some vowels have a creaky quality preceding a 

glottal stop. This appears to be an assimilatory process and is not contrast-ive. Tense voice occurs 

with all syllable types, vowels, diphthongs, tones, and finals. 

2.2.2  Bela 

  This section introduces basic aspects of Bela such as the syllable structure, consonant and 

vowel inventories, distribution, and suprasegmental considerations. The Bela data presented here 

are from Edmondson (1992).
21

  

2.2.2.1  General 

 The Ethnologue records 2,000 to 3,000 Bela speakers in Luxi (Edmondson 1992), Yunnan 

Province, Dehong Prefecture, Luxi County, Santaishan Township, and Yingjang and Lianghe 

Counties. It may also be spoken in Myanmar. The Bela regard themselves as somewhat distinctive 

from Zaiwa and Jingpho and have different traditions. 

2.2.2.2  Syllable Structure 

 A schematic syllable structure of Bela is composed of an initial consonant C1, a medial glide 

(G), which is limited to the approximants , a vowel V1 or vowel diphthong V1(V2). The coda is 

composed of a consonant (C2). The final element is the tone, which is a suprasegmental form, 

represented by the symbol T. Thus the syllable structure appears as follows: 

C1 (G)V1 (V2)(C2)T 

 Symbols in parentheses are optional elements, while those without parentheses are obligatory. 

All consonants are allowed in the initial position C1, while the final consonant position (C2), is 

limited to nasals or voiceless stops. The vowel may be a simple vowel V1 or a diphthong V1(V2), all 

                                            
21

 The speaker is a man of about 30 years old from Sun Xhise. The data was collected in Sichuan Province, 

China. In addition to Bela, this man speaks Zaiwa, Jingpho and Mandarin. Bela is primarily spoken in the domain of the 

home. 
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vowels are allowed in the V1 position, while (V2) is restricted to . Tone T is obligatory and 

maps over vocalic elements and the coda when it is occupied by a nasal. 

 Syllable types in the data include: CV, CVV, CVC, CVVC, CGV, CGVC, CGVV and 

CGVVC. Since the syllable initial glottal stop is present phonetically but not phonemically, it is 

also possible to posit onsetless syllable types such as V, VC, VV and VVC. 

2.2.2.3  Consonants 

 The inventory of consonants is shown in table 7:  

 

 

 

TABLE 7 

 

BELA CONSONANT INVENTORY 

 
 LAB LBD ALV ALP PAL VLR GLT 

Plosive     vl asp       
                vl  unasp       
Affricate   vl asp       
                vl  unasp       
Fricative   vl       
                vd       
Nasal       
Lateral       
Approximant       

 

 

 

 Note that the Bela consonant inventory differs from other Northern Burmic languages in its 

exclusion of voiced stops. The voiceless quality of these segments is consistent with the 

Computerized Extraction of Components of Intonation in Language (CECIL) analysis. Voicing 

contrast in several Northern Burmic languages is slight at best.  
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2.2.2.4  Vowels 

The inventory of vowels is shown in table 8:  

 

 

 

TABLE 8 

 

BELA VOWEL INVENTORY 
 

 Front Central Back 

High         tense   
            lax   

Mid          tense   
           lax   

Low            
 

 

 

 Segments enclosed in [brackets] are phonetic while those segments without brackets are 

phonemic. The low front vowel is rare.  

 

2.2.2.5  Distribution 

 All consonants are allowed in the initial consonant (C1) position. The following initial 

clusters (C1G) are allowed: ;potential Cw clusters are interpreted as Cu. All 

vowels are allowed in the V1 position. The diphthongs (V1V2) are restricted to . 

Final consonants (C2) are restricted to the nasal and voiceless stop series  

2.2.2.6  Suprasegmental Considerations 

 Bela has three tones in syllables with open and nasal codas. These tones are phonemically 

represented as a high falling /53/, a mid level tone /33/ and a falling-rising tone /323/. For notational 

simplicity, the falling-rising tone is represented as /23/ in this analysis. Stopped syllables have only 

one falling tone which may be realized as a high falling tone [53] or a relatively lower tone [42] 

depending on the voicing of the syllable and the initial consonant. Reduced syllables tend to 

assimilate to the tone of the following syllable.  
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 Bela has tense-lax voice contrast. This distinction is apparent in the contrasts between 

causative and non-causative verbs. These are minimal pairs which are differentiated only by the 

contrast of tense verses lax voicing.
22

 All vowels and diph-thongs can carry tense voice. 

2.2.3  Lashi 

   This section of Lashi considers basic aspects such as the syllable structure, consonant and 

vowel inventories, distribution, and suprasegmental considerations. Much of the analysis and data 

are from Wannemacher (1995).
23

  

2.2.3.1  General 

 Lashi (Leqi) is spoken primarily in the Kachin state of Myanmar with about 9,800 (Diehl 

1993) speakers across the border in the Yunnan province of China. There are about 55,500 speakers 

(Grimes 1996:720) total.  

2.2.3.2  Syllable Structure 

 A schematic syllable structure of Lashi is composed of an initial consonant C1 a medial 

glide (G), which is always the palatal approximant a vowel (V1) or vowel diphthong (V1(V2)). 

The coda is composed of a consonant (C2). The final element is the tone, which is actually a 

suprasegmental form, represented by the symbol T. Thus the syllable structure appears as follows: 

C1 (G)(V1 (V2))(C2)T 

 

 Symbols in parentheses are optional elements, while those without parentheses are 

obligatory. All consonants are allowed in the initial position C1, while the final consonant position 

                                            
22

 It bears noting that in some cases the causative constructions have different tones than the non-causative 

forms in addition to voice quality, and it appears that the former causative prefix [s-] affects not only the voice quality, 

but also the tonal contour in these cases. 

 
23

 The speaker is Mr. Kho, a 33 year old. Mr Kho has a ninth grade education and four years of Bible school. 

He was born in Dingdaung in the Jahpui area. He was living in Waimo at the time of the elicitation. He also speaks 

Jinghpaw and Burmese. Both father and mother spoke Lashi and it is the language spoken at home. 
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(C2), is limited to nasals or voiceless stops.
24

 The vowel may be a simple vowel (V1) or a diphthong 

(V1(V2)), all vowels are allowed in the (V1) position, while (V2) is restricted to []. Tone T is 

obligatory and maps over vocalic elements and the coda when it is occupied by a nasal. 

 Syllable types in the data include: C, CV, CVV, CVC, CVVC, CGV, CGVC, CGVV. Since 

the syllable initial glottal stop is present phonetically but not phonemically, it is also possible to 

posit onsetless syllable types such as V and VC. Consonantal syllable types are rare and restricted 

to syllabic nasals: // "okay," // "five people." 

2.2.3.3  Consonants 

The inventory of consonants is shown in table 9:  

 

 

 

TABLE 9 

 

LASHI CONSONANT INVENTORY 

 
 LAB LBD ALV ALP VLR GLT 

Plosive     vl asp      
                vl  unasp      
                vd      
Affricate   vl asp      
                vl  unasp      
                vd      
Fricative   vl      
                vd      
Nasal      
Lateral      
Approximant      

 

 

 

 Segments enclosed in [brackets] are phonetic while those segments without brackets are 

phonemic.
25

 The segments, //, //, and /f/ are rare. 

 

 

                                            
24

 Wannemacher (1995) notes the presence of final clusters in syllables such as 53 'tail' and 52 
'shin' , these syllables are regarded as stopped with nasalized vowels in the present analysis. 

 
25

 This analysis differs from Wannemacher's (1995) as the voiced stop series is considered to be phonetic, and 

Wannemacher considers this set phonemic. 
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2.2.3.4  Vowels 

The inventory of vowels is shown in table 10: 

 

 

 

TABLE 10 

 

LASHI VOWEL INVENTORY 
 

 Front Central Back 

 unround round   

High         tense    
            lax    

Mid          tense    
           lax    

Low             
 

 

 

 Segments enclosed in [brackets] are phonetic while those segments without brackets are 

phonemic. The front rounded vowel seems to be an allophone of the front, mid unrounded vowel. 

2.2.3.5  Distribution 

 All consonants are allowed in the initial consonant (C1) position. The following initial 

clusters (C1G) are allowed: [All vowels are allowed in the V1 position. The 

phonemic diphthongs (V1V2) are restricted to //.26Final consonants (C2) are restricted 

to the nasal and voiceless stop series  

2.2.3.6  Suprasegmental Considerations 

 Lashi has four tones: 53, 44, 31, 22 in non-stopped syllables. These tones occur in open and 

nasal final syllables. There are two tones in stopped syllables. Tone in reduced syllables is non-

contrastive and tends to assimilate to the tone of the following syllable. 

                                            
26

 Phonetic Diphthongs: []. 
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 Lashi has tense-lax voice contrast. Some vowels have creaky voice quality preceding a 

glottal stop. This is an assimilatory process and not contrastive. Tense voice occurs with all syllable 

types, vowels, diphthongs, tones and finals. 

2.2.4  Maru 

 This section considers basic aspects of Maru such as the syllable structure, consonant and 

vowel inventories, distribution, and suprasegmental considerations. Much of the analysis and data 

are from Wannemacher (1995).
27

 

2.2.4.1  General 

 Maru (Lange, or Langsu) is a language of 98,700 speakers (Grimes 1996:720) in the Kachin 

State of Myanmar; there are about 5,000 speakers (Diehl 1993) of this language in the Yunnan 

Province of China. 

2.2.4.2  Syllable Structure 

 A schematic syllable structure of Maru is composed of an initial consonant C1 a medial glide 

(G), which is always the palatal approximant a vowel V1 or vowel diphthong V1(V2). The coda 

is composed of a consonant (C2). The final element is the tone, which is actually a suprasegmental 

form, represented by the symbol T. Thus the syllable structure appears as follows: 

C1 (G) V1 (V2)(C2)T 

 

 Symbols in parentheses are optional elements, while those without parentheses are 

obligatory. All consonants are allowed in the initial position C1, while the final consonant position 

(C2), is limited to nasals or voiceless stops
28

. The vowel may be a simple vowel V1 or a diphthong 

                                            
27

 The data was collected from Mrs. Dauyang, approximately 60 years old, Mrs. Dauyang lived in Sumprabum. 

She also speaks Jingpho. 

 
28

 Wannemacher (1995) notes the presence of a final cluster in 53 'rainbow', this syllable is regarded as 

stopped with a nasalized vowel in the present analysis. 
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V1(V2), all vowels are allowed in the V1 position, while (V2) is restricted to []. Tone T is 

obligatory and maps over vocalic elements and the coda when it is occupied by a nasal. 

 Syllable types in the data include: CV, CVV, CVC, CVVC, CGV, CGVC, CGVV. Since the 

syllable initial glottal stop is present phonetically but not phonemically, it is also possible to posit 

onsetless syllable types such as V, VV, VC and VVC. 

2.2.4.3  Consonants 

 The inventory of consonants is shown in table 11: 

 

 

 

TABLE 11 

 

MARU CONSONANT INVENTORY 

 
 LAB LBD ALV ALP VLR GLT 

Plosive     vl asp      
                vl  unasp      
                vd      
Affricate   vl asp      
                vl  unasp      
                vd      
Fricative   vl      
                vd      
Nasal      
Lateral      
Approximant      

 

 

 

 Segments enclosed in [brackets] are phonetic while those segments without brackets are 

phonemic.
29

 

 The following consonants are rare in the data: []. // may be an allophonic variant, but 

it occurs only twice in the data so no conclusive statement can be made. 

                                            
29

 This analysis differs from Wannemacher's (1995) as the voiced stop series is considered to be phonetic, and 

Wannemacher considers this set phonemic. 
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2.2.4.4  Vowels 

The inventory of vowels is shown in table 12: 

TABLE 12 

 

MARU VOWEL INVENTORY 

 
 Front Central Back 

 unround round   

High       tense    
           lax    

Mid        tense    
           lax    

Low             
 

 

 

 Segments enclosed in [brackets] are phonetic while those segments without brackets are 

phonemic. 

2.2.4.5  Distribution 

 All consonants are allowed in the initial consonant (C1) position. The following initial 

clusters (C1G) are allowed: [All vowels are allowed in the V1 position. The 

phonemic diphthongs (V1V2) are restricted to .Final consonants (C2) are restricted 

to the nasal and voiceless stop series  

2.2.4.6  Suprasegmental Considerations 

 Maru has three tones in non-stopped syllables: 44, 41, 22. Stopped syllables have a single 

phonemic tone which may be realized as either a high or low tone depending on the initial 

consonant. Tone in reduced syllables is non-contrastive and tends to assimilate to the tone of the 

following syllable. 

 Maru has a tense-lax voice contrast. Some vowels have a creaky quality preceding a glottal 

stop; this is an assimilatory process and not contrastive. Tense voice occurs with all syllable types, 

vowels, diphthongs, tones and finals. 
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2.2.5  Phon 

 This section covers basic aspects of Phon such as the syllable structure, consonant and vowel 

inventories, distribution, and suprasegmental considerations. 

 The Phon data presented here is from Henderson (1986). The data was gathered by Gordon 

Luce and Ba Shin in 1962.
30

 My transcription convention differs in some respects to those of Luce 

and Ba Shin as shown follows: 

             Luce's Transcription           Present Analysis 
        
        

      



2.2.5.1  General 

 Phon also called (Hpon, Phun, Megyaw and Samong) is a relatively small language group in 

Myanmar. The Ethnologue (Grimes 1996) reports 1,700 based on a 1983 estimate. There is little 

data on this language. Wurm (1996) notes this language as moribund meaning there are only a 

handful of mostly older speakers.
31

 

 In Ethnic Groups of Mainland Southeast Asia (Lebar 1964) the Phon are described as: 

        A small group of shifting agriculturists of mixed cultural and linguistic affiliations 

living on the Irriwaddy between Bhamo and Sinbo in northern Burma, at about 24 

degrees and 30 minutes N. Scott and Hardiman (1900) report two divisions, based on 

dialect variations: the Hpon Hpye or Mong Ti Hpons, and the Hpon Samong or Mong 

Wan Hpons. Their fields, located on the hills, are moved from time to time. They do 

some fishing and also work in the timber industry. They are reported to be rapidly 

becoming similar in culture and language to the Shans who surround them on all sides, 

and most of them are nominally Buddhist. Leach tentatively classifies Hpon as 

basically a Maru dialect, but with Burmese influence. Shafer places Hpon, along with 

Maru, Lashi, Achang, and Atsi, within a Burmic division of Sino-Tibetan. Less than 

1,000 surviving Hpon speakers in 1931. 

 

                                            
30

 The data were collected in October of 1962 from two of the Megyaw Phon headmen at Sinbo. The first 

speaker was a 59-year-old male. He lived in Kok-ma village on the east bank of the Irrawaddy at the top end of the 

gorge until he was 40 or 50. He was living at Man-le Village at the time of the elicitation. The second informant was a 

man aged 45 who was born at Nan-he village also on the east bank, 3 miles NNW of Kok-ma. He lived here until he 

was 39 and was residing at Ye-na Pinlon village at the time Luce and Shin met him (Henderson 1986). 

 
31

 It is interesting that similar reports were given by Scott and Hardiman (1900), thus, it may be that reports of 

the demise of the Phon language may be greatly exaggerated. 
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 Luce and Ba Shin's word list and earlier sources such as Scott (1900) indicate that extensive 

borrowing of Shan vocabulary is evident in Phon. 

2.2.5.2  Syllable Structure 

 A schematic syllable structure of Phon is composed of an initial consonant (C1) a medial 

Glide (G), which may be the labial, alveolar, or alveopalatal affricate /w r j/, a vowel (V1) or vowel 

diphthong (V1(V2)). The coda is composed of a consonant (C2). The final element is the tone, which 

is actually a suprasegmental form, represented by the symbol (T) here. Thus the syllable structure 

appears as follows: 

C1 (G)(V1 (V2))(C2)T 

 

 Symbols in parentheses are optional elements, while those without parentheses are 

obligatory. All consonants are allowed in the initial position C1, while the final consonant position 

C2, is limited to nasals or voiceless stops. The vowel may be a simple vowel (V1) or a diphthong 

(V1(V2)), all vowels are allowed in the V1 position, while V2 is restricted to []. Tone T is 

obligatory and maps over vocalic elements and the coda when it is occupied by a nasal. 

 Syllable types in the data include: C, CV, CVV, CVC, CVVC, CGV, CGVC, CGVV, 

CGVVC. Since the syllable initial glottal stop is present phonetically but not phonemically, it is 

also possible to posit onsetless syllable types such as V, VC and VVC.
32

 Consonantal syllable types 

are rare and restricted to syllabic nasals such as  "difficult" and  "grandmother." 

                                            
32

 There do not appear to be VV syllable type possibilities among Luce and Ba Shin's data. 
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2.2.5.3  Consonants 

 The inventory of consonants is shown in table 13: 

 

 

 

TABLE 13 

 

PHON CONSONANT INVENTORY 

 
 LAB LBD DTL ALV ALP PAL VLR GLT 

Plosive     vl asp        
                vl  unasp        
                vd        
Affricate   vl asp        
                vl  unasp        
                vd        
Fricative   vl asp        
                vl  unasp        
                vd        
Nasal       vl        
               vd        
Lateral        
Approximant        

 

 

 

 Segments enclosed in [brackets] are phonetic while those segments without brackets are 

phonemic.  

The following segments are rare in Luce and Ba Shin's data: 
 

Luce and Ba Shin note a considerable amount of phonetic variation as shown in the following 

list: 

 

Regular Variation  Rare Variation 

~ ~ ~  ~ ~ 

~ ~ ~  ~ ~ 

~k ~ ~z    
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2.2.5.4  Vowels 

The inventory of vowels is shown in table 14: 

 

 

 

TABLE 14 

 

PHON VOWEL INVENTORY 

 
 Front Central Back 

   unround round 

High         tense    
            lax    

Mid          tense    
           lax    

Low              
 

 

 

 Segments enclosed in [brackets] are phonetic while those segments without brackets are 

phonemic. The vowels  occur only rarely in the data. 

2.2.5.5  Distribution 

 All consonants are allowed in the initial consonant (C1) position. The following initial 

clusters (C1G) are allowed: [All 

vowels are allowed in the V1 position. The diphthongs (V1V2) are restricted to .Final 

consonants (C2) are restricted to the nasal and voiceless stop series  

2.2.5.6  Suprasegmental Considerations 

 There are two contrastive tones noted by Luce, one is a high level tone and the other is a low 

falling tone. Although the precise value of these tones is not presented in Henderson's (1986) 

treatment of Luce's data, the values of [55] for the high level tone, and [31] for the low falling tone 

are used in this analysis. There is no mention of contrastive voice quality in Luce's data. 
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2.2.6  Zaiwa 

 This section introduces basic aspects of Zaiwa such as the syllable structure, consonant and 

vowel inventories, distribution, and suprasegmental considerations. Much of the analysis and data 

are from Wannemacher (1995).
33

 

2.2.6.1  General 

 Zaiwa (Atsi) is a language of 70,000 speakers (Grimes 1996:565) in the Yunnan Province of 

Southern China; additionally, there are 13,200 speakers of Zaiwa in the Kachin State of Myanmar. 

2.2.6.2  Syllable Structure 

 A schematic syllable structure of Zaiwa is composed of an initial consonant C1 a medial 

glide (G), which is always the palatal approximant a vowel V1 or vowel diphthong V1(V2). The 

coda is composed of a consonant (C2). The final element is the tone, which is actually a 

suprasegmental form, represented by the symbol T. Thus the syllable structure appears as follows: 

C1 (G) V1 (V2)(C2)T 

 

 Symbols in parentheses are optional elements, while those without parentheses are 

obligatory. All consonants are allowed in the initial position C1, while the final consonant position 

(C2), is limited to nasals or voiceless stops. The vowel may be a simple vowel V1 or a diphthong 

V1(V2), all vowels are allowed in the V1 position, while (V2) is restricted to []. Tone T is 

obligatory and maps over vocalic elements and the coda when it is occupied by a nasal. 

 

 Syllable types in the data include: CV, CVV, CVC, CVVC, CGV, CGVC, CGVV. Since the 

syllable initial glottal stop is present phonetically but not phonem-ically, it is also possible to posit 

onsetless syllable types such as V, VV, VC and VVC. 

                                            
33

 The Zaiwa data are from three speakers who resided in the Kengtung area. 
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2.2.6.3  Consonants 

 The inventory of consonants is shown in table 15: 

 

 

 

TABLE 15 

 

ZAIWA CONSONANT INVENTORY 

 
 LAB ALV ALP VLR GLT 

Plosive     vl asp     
                vl  unasp     
                vd     
Affricate   vl asp     
                vl  unasp     
                vd     
Fricative   vl     
                vd     
Nasal     
Lateral     
Approximant     

 

 

 

 Segments enclosed in [brackets] are phonetic while those segments without brackets are 

phonemic.
34

 

2.2.6.4  Vowels 

The inventory of vowels is shown in table 16: 

 

 

 

TABLE 16 

 

ZAIWA VOWEL INVENTORY 

 
 Front Central Back 

   unround round 

High         tense    
            lax    

Mid          tense    
           lax    

Low              

                                            
34

 This analysis differs from Wannemacher's (1995) as the voiced stop series is considered to be phonetic, and 

Wannemacher considers this set phonemic. 
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 Segments enclosed in [brackets] are phonetic while those segments without brackets are 

phonemic. The vowels  occur only rarely in the data. 

2.2.6.5  Distribution 

 All consonants are allowed in the initial consonant (C1) position. The following initial 

clusters (C1G) are observed in the data:  There is one case of the 

clusterAll vowels are allowed in the V1 position. The phonemic diphthongs (V1V2) are 

restricted to .Final consonants (C2) are restricted to the nasal and voiceless stop series 

 

2.2.6.6  Suprasegmental Considerations 

 Zaiwa has three phonemic tones in non-stopped syllables. These are a high falling tone (53), 

a high-mid level tone (44) and a mid falling tone (31). Stopped syllables have one non-contrastive 

tone. Reduced syllables do not carry contrastive tone, they assimilate to the tone of the following 

syllable. 

 Zaiwa has a tense-lax voice contrast. Tense voice occurs with all tones in open, stopped, and 

nasal final syllables. 
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CHAPTER 3 

RECONSTRUCTION 

3.0  Introduction 

 Having provided the introductory information in chapter 1 and given a brief description of 

the languages in chapter 2, we are now ready to embark on the main task of this thesis: the 

reconstruction of Proto Northern Burmic. This chapter covers phonological correspondences for 

Northern Burmic languages. Specific methodology used in reconstruction is considered in section 

3.1. The following remainder of this chapter provides reconstructions of Proto Northern Burmic 

segments and tones. Group-ings of the Northern Burmic languages based on the phonological rules 

derived in the current chapter will be provided in chapter 4. 

3.1  General 

 This reconstruction is conducted on the assumption that phonological rules for 

contemporary languages reflect the historical development of these languages
35

. This notion was 

first made explicit by King (1969). 

 The primary data for the Northern Burmic languages is from a list of 406 words developed 

by the Summer Institute of Linguistics (SIL) specifically for Southeast Asia (see section 5.3 for an 

example of the word list). This word list covers several semantic domains with linguistic terms 

appropriate to Southeast Asia. These words are in domains such as nature, plants, food, animals, 

body parts, human relationships, home, numbers, dimensions, physical descriptions, taste, question 

words, and various verbs.  Data for Achang, Bhamo Jingpho, Written Burmese, Lashi, Maru, and 

Zaiwa, were derived from these lists. Additional data for Burmese came from published sources.
36

 

                                            
35

 It should be noted that there are scholars who disagree with this view such as Vennemann (1972). 

 
36

 Namely, Matisoff (1976) and Bradley (1989). 
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Data for Bela and Phon came from other sources
37

 and have fewer correspondences to the basic 406 

word list. 

 The word lists for each language were then tabulated so data for all the languages could be 

compared. Then potential borrowed terms were screened out using the Bhamo Jingpho data. Once 

these terms were eliminated, reconstruction could begin. For example, the following list shows 

some of the words compared. The top row shows the reference number, and languages: 

 

 

TABLE 17 

 

WORD COGNATES 

No Achang Bela Lashi Maru Phon Zaiwa Burmese Bhamo 

001 3432 52 331 3551


 353 : 231

002 31 33 51 31  32 : 21
025   2332 332  331  3221
052 331  323121 24231


 25321  

055 33  331 33  323 : 
058 335  5434 5232

3
 4543

1
:: 

084 33 323 3323 33  3  

 

 

 

 From this list, syllables and word forms that bore a striking similarity to Bhamo Jingpho 

without any apparent related form in Burmese are considered to be borrowed. Thus, word forms 

highlighted such as "kapok" (052) in Achang, "opium" (055) in Achang, Lashi, and Maru, "papaya" 

(058) in Achang, Lashi, Maru, and Zaiwa, and "cat" (084) in Achang, Bela, Lashi, Maru, and Zaiwa 

are discarded to eliminate potential borrowed terms. Note that although Lashi, Maru, and Zaiwa 

bear a remarkable affinity to Bhamo Jingpho the in cognate for "sea" (025, leading one to suspect 

that they are borrowed); since these cognates are also quite similar to Written Burmese, however, 

they are considered Northern Burmic cognates. 

 Once the data are free of borrowed items, it is then compared on a syllable by syllable basis, 

as shown in table 18: 

                                            
37

 Data for Bela came from Edmondson (1996), and Phon data are from Henderson (1986). 
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TABLE 18 

BURMIC SYLLABLE COGNATES 

Ref Achang Bela Lashi Maru Phon Zaiwa Burmese 

001A 34 52 33 35  33 :
001B 32  31 51  53 :
002A 31 33 51 31  32 :
052A   32 22  22 
052B   31 42  53 
055A      33 

 

 

 

 The data for these syllable cognates was input into a program called Corresponder, written 

by Stuart Milliken. A slightly modified version of this program provided correspondences for 

onsets, rhymes and tones. The tabulated output for the Northern Burmic languages
38

, appears in 

table 19: 

 

TABLE 19 

CORRESPONDER OUTPUT 

Ref Onsets Rhymes Tones 
 A B L M P Z  A B L M P Z  A B L M P Z  

001A             34 52 33 33 31 33 

001B  -   -   -   -  32 - 31 51 - 53 

002A     -      -  31 33 51 31 - 32 

052A - -   -  - -   -  - - 32 22 - 22 

052B - -   -  - -   -  - - 31 42 - 53 

055A - - - - -  - - - - -  - - - - - 33 

 

 

 

 Using this data, systematic correspondences are compared, and phonological rules may be 

derived to reconstruct Proto Northern Burmic. 

 Burmese is used as a window to help resolve conflicts where the data from Northern Burmic 

languages alone is insufficient to lead to a clearly reconstructed form. 

                                            
38

 Written Burmese forms are not shown here due to space limitations, these forms were, however, used in the 

analysis. 
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3.2  Initial Consonants 

Initial consonants in Northern Burmic languages show a high degree of sim-ilarity, much 

more so than the rhymes which are far more affected by phonological processes. Clusters occur 

with plosives, affricates, and nasals in the first consonant position followed by the alveopalatal 

approximant []. The inclusion of the medial with the onset is consistent with the reconstructions by 

Burling (1967) and Bradley (1979). The close relationship between these two elements is apparent 

in Achang where a labial initial changes to an alveolar initial when followed by the alveopalatal 

approximant.  

3.2.1  Tense Voice 

 Tense lax voice contrast is common in Tibeto-Burman languages. Tense voice is produced 

by a relatively (as opposed to lax or modal voice) greater tension in the vocal folds and a constricted 

glottis. This tension produces sounds with a relatively higher pitch. This contrast in voice quality is 

commonly expressed in causative verses non-causative verb forms in Tibeto-Burman languages. 

This tense lax voice contrast is present in Achang, Bela, Lashi, Maru, and Zaiwa. Luce does not 

note this distinction in Phon. Burmese does not have this contrast.
39

 

 There are two main theories to account for the origin of tense voice.
40

 The first is that it is a 

development from final stops, and the second is that tense voice is a remnant of an earlier prefix. 

The first theory proposed by the Hu Tan and Dai Qingxia (1964), explains how laryngeal tension in 

anticipation of a final stop gradually replaces the stop entirely while retaining tense phonation on 

the preceding vowel. 

The second theory describes how laryngeal tension, associated with prefixes in the proto 

language, is mapped onto the following syllable. The prefix later decays leaving tension on the 

                                            
39

 Burmese does have creaky phonation, but there is no clear correlation between this and tense phonation. 

 
40

 It should be mentioned that there are other less theories like that proposed by Yang Huandian (reported by 

Wannemacher 1996) in which he concludes that Naxi, a Tibeto-Burman language, has the tense-lax contrast in the Proto 

language and also argues that this feature was present in Proto-Tibeto-Burman. Furthermore, Maddieson and Ladefoged 
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following syllable. This is the basic approach of Burling (1967:7) when he proposes a set of pre-

glottalized initial stops and nasals for Proto-Tibeto-Burman which, "…are voiceless and 

unaspirated, but most strikingly they are always followed by a vowel with glottal constriction."  

David Bradley (1979) makes a somewhat fuller set of initials in his reconstruct-ion of Proto-

Loloish, correlating correlates Loloish languages with the prefixes noted by Matisoff (1969, 1972) 

and Benedict (1972). 

In the analysis of Northern Burmic data, there is no clear mechanism to account for tense 

voice quality from the loss of final stops. This is true as there are many cases of tense voice quality 

in cognates where there is no evidence that a syllable ever had a final stop. There are equally tense 

and lax syllables where final stops are present. In cases where final stops appear to be lost, there is 

no greater occurrence of tense syllables than in other environments. Thus, it is safe to assume that 

tense voice quality is not from final stops in Northern Burmic languages. 

In terms of a prefixal system to account for tense phonation in Northern Burmic languages, 

the Burmese data would appear to be the most hopeful source. These data, however, do not appear 

to give strong evidence to account for tense phonation. There are, however, a few cases where tense 

syllables in Northern Burmic languages have a Written Burmese cognate with a weak syllable such 

as []. The following argument could be proposed to account for these data: 

Tense syllables come into existence when a weak syllable decays and leaves a laryngealized 

trace on the following syllable as in the following example: 

Ref Burmese Maru 

090 : 43
  

 In Maru, the weak syllable attested to in Written Burmese  has decayed, leaving only 

the glottalized component on the following syllable [43
]. Assuming that Burmese reveals the older 

form, this loss has resulted in tense voice in Maru.  

This derivation would look as follows: 

                                                                                                                                                 
(1985) claim that the tense/lax voice contrast for Jinghpaw and Wa is due to initial consonant voicing changes while the 

tense/lax contrast for Hani and Yi is from loss of final consonants. 
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3.1            *       proto 

          glottalization 

            loss of alveolar approximant medial 
 

 

To fully account for the tense voicing we posit a preceding syllable in the form of (V) since 

the vowel quality of a decayed syllable cannot be reasonably deduced. Note that although the glottal 

stop promotes glottalization of the following syllable, it is not necessary to shown since it is a 

phonetic element. Thus, this form is as follows: 

3.2     V 
 

For notational simplicity we will use the glottalized initial to depict a preceding weak 

syllable. Thus, the reconstructed form would be: 

3.3     *


 

Glottalization will be represented here with a superscripted glottal stop before the glottalized 

segment.
41

 Unfortunately, there is very limited data to suggest the derivation shown in 3.3. Actually 

there are many more counter examples, where the prefix is present in Burmese and no trace of tense 

phonation is noted in the Northern Burmic cognates. This leads to the conclusion that tense 

phonation in Northern Burmic languages must have derived from a non-extant prefixal system 

which was in place prior to the codification of Written Burmese. Thus, a set of preglottalized series 

of initial consonants may be posited for Proto Northern Burmic which point toward an earlier stage 

when this prefixal system was in place. 

3.2.2  Plosives 

Plosives are prevalent throughout the data. Burmese has voiced, aspirated and voiceless 

initials. Bela and Phon have only voiceless and voiceless aspirated initials plosives. Achang, Lashi, 

                                            
41

 Bradley represents glottalization as [-], while Burling uses [-

]. Bradley's representation schematically 

portrays glottalization as a feature derived from preceding syllables, but is somewhat cumbersome since it leads to 

confusion between the glottal stop and glottalization. Burling's represen-tation sees glottalization as a feature of the 

initial, but schematically represents it as following the segment. Thus, the current representation [

-] schematically 

portrays glottalization as a feature preceding the segment and leaves no confusion between the glottal stop and 

glottalization. 
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Maru, and Zaiwa have voiceless aspirated and voiced initials, with voiceless unaspirated initials 

appearing only in syllables with tense voicing. This distribution, as well as cross-linguistic 

tendencies lead us to predict the set of plain stops where we have voiced stops and posit a general 

rule that plain stops are voiced in the initial position. 

 

 

TABLE 20 

 

NORTHERN BURMIC ASPIRATED PLOSIVES 
 

Onsets Rhymes 

A B L M P Z WB A B L M P Z WB No 

              070A 

              058B 

              117A 

              172B 

              305A 

              345A 

              019B 

              081A 

              187A 

              376A 

 

 

 

As table 20 illustrates, all of the languages have aspirated stop correspondences. Thus, the 

Proto language possesses the aspirated stop series 

 

 

TABLE 21 

 

NORTHERN BURMIC VOICELESS PLOSIVES 
 

Onsets Rhymes 

A B L M P Z WB A B L M P Z WB No 

              019A 

              128A 

              346A 

              139B 

              322A 

              095A 

              330A 

              398A 

 

 

 

In terms of the voiceless plosive series shown in table 21, Written Burmese, Bela and Phon 

have voiceless unaspirated stops where the other Northern Burmic languages generally have the 

voiced stop series. Since there is no conditioning environment to produce the voiceless initial, and it 
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is more phonetically plausible to assume that voicing from the nucleus has spread to the initial, 

these stops were probably voiceless in the Proto language. The choice of voiceless over voiced 

stops for the Proto language does not reduce the stop inventory, but rather provides for plain stops 

in the inventory as opposed to voiced. Another reason to support the choice of plain stops is based 

on cross-linguistic tendencies favoring an inventory containing voiceless stops over voiced stops, 

coupled with the fact that the voicing of stops in these languages as measured on CECIL is very 

brief.
42

 

For Achang, Lashi, Maru, and Zaiwa we posit the following rules which show that a 

voiceless segment becomes voiced before a vowel: 

3.4     *p > b/#_____V 

3.5     *t > d/#_____V 

3.6     *k > g/#_____V 

These rules can be generalized into a syllable initial stop voicing rule: 

3.7    *























VC

CONT

CONS

 >    VC /#_____V 

 

 

TABLE 22 

 

NORTHERN BURMIC GLOTTAL STOP 
 

Onsets Rhymes 

A B L M P Z WB A B L M P Z WB No 

              046A 

              135A 

              205A 

 

 

 

 The glottal stop correspondences shown in table 22 are unambiguous. It is important to note 

that the glottal stop is not a phonemic element in the Northern Burmic initial consonant inventory, 

as it is purely a phonetic manifestation in the Northern Burmic languages when there is no initial 

consonant. 

                                            
42

 After a quick glance at a few words in Bela and Zaiwa, the duration of voicing in these segments is in the 8 
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TABLE 23 

 

NORTHERN BURMIC GLOTTALIZED PLOSIVES 
 

Onsets Rhymes 

A B L M P Z WB A B L M P Z WB No 
              022A 
              106A 
              253A 
              104A 
              040A 
              104B 

 

 

 

As table 23 illustrates, there is variation in the glottalized stop series. In Henderson (1986), 

Luce did not include glottalization as a feature of Phon, and in Burmese there is not a systematic 

correlation between tense or lax phonation and tones, segments or prefixes. In these cases, the Phon 

and Written Burmese data are not considered representative of the Proto Northern Burmic 

glottalized series. Although there are no Bela correspondences in the data above, there are cases of 

glottalized voiceless unaspirated labial plosives such as: [23
] 'mountain,' and [23

] 'fight.' 

 

 

TABLE 24 

 

NORTHERN BURMIC ASPIRATED PLOSIVE CLUSTERS 

 
Onsets Rhymes 

A B L M P Z WB A B L M P Z WB No 

              112A 

              363A 

              079A 

              157A 

              089A 

              327A 

 

 

 

Voiceless aspirated stop clusters are shown in table 24. In some cases (079A, 327A) 

aspiration and/or voicelessness have been lost. In other cases, the alveopalatal approximant has 

been replaced by the high front vowel in the rhyme (157A). 

                                                                                                                                                 
to 10 millisecond range prior to vocalic onset. 
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In Achang, the bilabial stop has become an alveolar stop before an alveopalatal 

approximant: 

3.8      > /____ 

 

TABLE 25 

 

NORTHERN BURMIC PLOSIVE CLUSTERS 
 

 Onsets Rhymes 
A B L M P Z WB A B L M P Z WB No 

              181A 

              115A 

              171A 

              354A 

              222B 

              283A 

              259A 

 

 

 

Plosive clusters with the alveopalatal approximant are shown in table 25. Note that all of the 

clusters have voiced initials except for Written Burmese, Bela, and Phon. The underlying cluster is 

a voiceless initial followed by an alveopalatal approximant. Also, the Written Burmese medial  is 

represented by in all of the Northern Burmic languages, as it is in Modern Spoken Burmese. 

Phon's alveopalatal approximant clusters are limited to labial onsets.  

In Achang, the bilabial stop has become an alveolar stop before an alveopalatal 

approximant: 

3.9      > /____ 

The following rules for Achang, Lashi, Maru, and Zaiwa illustrate how specific syllable 

initial voiceless stops are become voiced before an alveolar approximant
43

 (note the similarity 

between these rules and those in 3.4-3.6): 

3.10     * > /#_____
3.11     * > /#_____ 
3.12     * > /#_____

                                            
43

 Note that although the data used in this thesis does not overtly support the inclusion of rule 3.11, it can be 

deduced from symmetry with rule 3.5 as a probable rule in these languages. 
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These rules can be generalized into a syllable initial stop voicing rule (this rule is nearly 

identical to rule 3.7): 

3.13    *























VC

CONT

CONS

   >    VC /_____  

 

 

TABLE 26 

 

NORTHERN BURMIC GLOTTALIZED PLOSIVE CLUSTERS 
 

Onsets Rhymes 
A B L M P Z WB A B L M P Z WB No 
              079A 
              114A 
              380A 

 

 

 

Glottalized plosive clusters are shown in table 26. There are correlations between Achang, 

Lashi, Maru, and Zaiwa, but not among Phon and Written Burmese. Bela has no occurrences of 

 in these data. 

3.2.3  Affricates 

Like plosives, affricates are phonetically realized in Achang, Lashi, Maru, and Zaiwa as 

aspirated or voiced in the initial position. There are a few voiceless affricates in the data, but these 

only occur as initials in syllables with tense voicing (see section 3.2.1). Bela and Phon have 

voiceless aspirated and voiceless unaspirated plosives in the initial position, while Written Burmese 

allows aspirated, voiced and voiceless plosives in syllable initial position. Although it is tempting to 

say that the underlying phonemic forms are aspirated and voiced, cross-linguistic tendencies lead us 

to predict the set of plain stops where we have voiced stops and posit a general rule that states that 

plain stops become voiced in the initial position. 
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TABLE 27 

 

NORTHERN BURMIC ASPIRATED AFFRICATES 
 

Onsets Rhymes 

A B L M P Z WB A B L M P Z WB No 

              122A 

              091A 

              347A 

              064A 

              265B 

              292A 

 

 

 

Aspirated affricates are shown in table 27. Written Burmese has aspirated palatal stop where 

the Northern Burmic languages most commonly have either an alveolar or an alveopalatal aspirated 

affricate. In Phon, the aspirated alveopalatal affricate is represented by the alveopalatal sibilant, 

while the aspirated alveolar affricate is represented by the aspirated alveolar sibilant. 

Rule 3.14 expresses the cluster simplification process evident in Phon, where the aspirated 

alveolar affricate becomes an aspirated alveolar sibilant: 

3.14       * > /#_____ 

 

Rule 3.14 in Phon is roughly equivalent to rule 3.15, except for the aspirated alveopalatal 

affricate which has become an unaspirated alveopalatal sibilant: 

 

3.15     * > /#_____ 

 

 

 

TABLE 28 

 

NORTHERN BURMIC VOICELESS AFFRICATES 
 

Onsets Rhymes 

A B L M P Z WB A B L M P Z WB No 

              026A 

              271A 

              394A 
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Voiced affricates are shown in table 28. In Phon the affricate has merged with the aspirated 

alveolar sibilant. In Lashi, there appears to be some free variation between the alveolar and the 

alveopalatal affricate, which is expressed in the equation 3.16: 

3.16     ~/#_____ 

 

 In the stop series we noted that voiced stops are underlyingly voiceless. Bela maintains this 

voiceless quality. In the affricate series there is a similar process where the voiced features of the 

nucleus spread to the initial consonant which is underlyingly voiceless. This is illustrated by rule 

3.17 for Achang, Lashi, Maru, and Zaiwa: 

3.17     *> /#_____V 

 Although there is only one example in the data of an alveopalatal affricate cognate set, we 

reconstruct the voiceless alveopalatal affricate based on this data. Thus rule 3.18 applies to Achang, 

Lashi, Maru, and Zaiwa: 

3.18     *> /#_____V 

 In Phon, the merger of the voiced affricate with the alveolar aspirated sibilant is supported 

by a few examples: 

3.19     * > /#_____ 

 

3.2.4  Fricatives 

 Sibilants are prevalent throughout the Northern Burmic languages. The reconstruction of 

sibilants are fairly straightforward, except for the merger of the alveopalatal with the alveolar in 

Phon. Glottal fricatives are less prevalent, but easily reconstructed. Very rare, are the occurrences of 

fricative clusters. These clusters are somewhat ambiguous and pose a challenge in reconstruction. 
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TABLE 29 

 

NORTHERN BURMIC SIBILANTS 
 

Onsets Rhymes 

A B L M P Z WB A B L M P Z WB No 

              368B 

              324A 

              161A 

              110A 

              232A 

 

 

 

The sibilant series are represented in table 29. Note that the alveolar sibilant  has merged 

with the alveopalatal sibilant  in Phon. The Northern Burmic languages make a distinction 

between the alveolar and the alveopalatal sibilants in forms represented by the alveolar sibilant [s] 

in Written Burmese. 

Rule 3.20, expresses the merger of the alveolar sibilant with the alveopalatal sibilant in 

Phon: 

3.20     * > /#_____ 

 

 

 

TABLE 30 

 

NORTHERN BURMIC GLOTTAL FRICATIVE 
 

Onsets Rhymes 

A B L M P Z WB A B L M P Z WB No 

              238A 

              360A 

              031B 

 

 

 

Glottal fricative correspondences are shown in table 30. The reconstruction of this segment 

in Proto Northern Burmic is unambiguous with the exception of Bela, where this segment is not 

present. 
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TABLE 31 

 

NORTHERN BURMIC FRICATIVE CLUSTERS
 

Onsets Rhymes 
A B L M P Z WB A B L M P Z WB No 

              032A 

              341A 

              332A 

              329A 

 

 

 

Fricative clusters are shown in table 31. Considering the Written Burmese, it appears like 

the cluster  is reinterpreted in many different ways depending on the Language. Noting that  

in Written Burmese is usually interpreted as  in Northern Burmic languages (note the exception 

in Phon), it is not difficult to see that a cluster is the probable reconstruction of these data. The real 

question is, what is the first consonant of the cluster? In the first two examples, Zaiwa and Written 

Burmese have the laryngeal glide , while Achang, Bela, Maru, and one example in Phon have 

. Lashi tends to interpret this as the alveopalatal sibilant  as does Phon in one case. Since the 

velar voiceless fricative  is not reconstructable for Proto Northern Burmic, clusters with this 

segment are most likely a reflex. Based on the correlation between Zaiwa, and Written Burmese, 

this cluster seems best reconstructed as . The last two examples are less clear. Achang maintains 

the cluster , while the other languages generally have the alveopalatal sibilant. Since Achang 

maintains the alveopalatal sibilant (shown in table 29), in similar environments, it is more likely 

that the value shown in Achang is more conservative, and we posit  for these data as well. 

In Achang the glottal fricative cluster has become the velar fricative cluster: 

3.21     * > /#_____ 

 

 In Bela and Maru, the glottal fricative cluster has become the velar fricative: 

 

3.22     * > /#_____ 

 

 In Zaiwa, the cluster is simplified by eliminating the alveopalatal approximant as expressed 

in rule 3.23: 
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3.23     * > /#_____ 

 

 In Lashi and Phon, and in some cases in Bela, Maru, and Zaiwa the glottal fricative cluster 

has become the alveopalatal fricative: 

3.24     * > /#_____ 

 

 

3.2.5  Nasals 

 Alveolar and bilabial nasal initials are prevalent throughout the Northern Burmic languages, 

while velar nasals are somewhat less prevalent. The basic set of nasals is readily reconstructable, 

while the glottalized and cluster sets are only slightly more complicated. 

 

 

TABLE 32 

 

NORTHERN BURMIC NASALS 
 

Onsets Rhymes 

A B L M P Z WB A B L M P Z WB No 

              001A 

              263A 

              050A 

              121B 

              362A 

              364A 

              226A 

              340A 

              101A 

 

 

 

The nasal series is shown in table 32. This series is unambiguous. Aspirated nasals in 

Written Burmese are uniformly unaspirated in Northern Burmic languages. 

 

 

TABLE 33 

 

NORTHERN BURMIC GLOTTALIZED NASALS 
 

Onsets Rhymes 

A B L M P Z WB A B L M P Z WB No 
              130A 
              136A 
              402B 
              127A 
              093A 
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Glottalized nasal correspondences are shown in table 33. There are no apparent glottalized 

correspondences for bilabial nasals in the Northern Burmic data. There is a solid correlation of 

alveolar and velar glottalized nasals for Achang, Bela, Lashi, Maru, and Zaiwa. 

 

 

TABLE 34 

 

NORTHERN BURMIC NASAL CLUSTERS 
 

Onsets Rhymes 

A B L M P Z WB A B L M P Z WB No 

              076B 

              120A 

              084B 

              365A 

 

 

 

Nasal clusters are shown in table 34. In Achang, the bilabial nasal has merged with the 

alveolar nasal in the before an alveopalatal approximant. The palatal nasal in Written Burmese is 

represented by the alveolar nasal and alveopalatal approximant cluster in the Northern Burmic 

languages. 

For Achang, the bilabial nasal assimilates to the alveolar nasal before an alveopalatal 

approximant: 

3.25     * > /#_____ 
 

 

 

TABLE 35 

 

NORTHERN BURMIC GLOTTALIZED NASAL CLUSTERS 

 
Onsets Rhymes 

A B L M P Z WB A B L M P Z WB No 
              177A 
              343A 
              253B 
              328A 
              149A 
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Glottalized nasal clusters in table 35 show the same tendencies as the plain series in table 

34. The bilabial nasals in Achang have merged with the alveolar nasals before the alveopalatal 

approximant (consistent with rule 3.25). The Written Burmese palatal nasal is represented by the 

cluster of an alveolar nasal and an alveopalatal approximant. Achang, Lashi, Maru, and Zaiwa all 

correspond well in terms of glottalized sets. In some cases the alveopalatal approximant has merged 

with the high front vowel of the rhyme (177A, 253B). 

3.2.6  Laterals 

 Laterals are prevalent in the Northern Burmic data and are easily reconstructable as the 

tables 36 and 37 show. 

 

 

TABLE 36 

 

NORTHERN BURMIC LATERALS 
 

Onsets Rhymes 

A B L M P Z WB A B L M P Z WB No 

              029A 

              145A 

              088A 

              141B 

 

 

 

Unambiguous lateral correspondences are shown in table 36. Clusters in the Northern 

Burmic languages are simpler than the Burmese cluster shown in example 029A. 

 

 

TABLE 37 

 

NORTHERN BURMIC GLOTTALIZED LATERALS 
 

Onsets Rhymes 

A B L M P Z WB A B L M P Z WB No 
              102A 
              304A 

              185A 
              003A 
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Glottalized laterals in table 37 are evident in Achang, Bela, Lashi, Maru, and Phon. The 

aspirated lateral  in Burmese corresponds to an unaspirated and generally, glottalized lateral in 

the Northern Burmic languages.
44

 

3.2.7  Approximants 

 There is general agreement in the Northern Burmic languages in approximant 

correspondences as the data in tables 38 and 39 illustrate. 

 

TABLE 38 

 

NORTHERN BURMIC APPROXIMANTS 
 

Onsets Rhymes 

A B L M P Z WB A B L M P Z WB No 

              358A 

              085A 

              183A 

              116A 
              260B 

              266A 

 

 

 

The approximant series is shown in table 38. The correspondences between the alveopalatal 

approximant are unambiguous. The bilabial approximant has some variation in Bela, Maru, and 

Zaiwa between the labiodental fricative and the bilabial approximant: 

3.26     *~/#_____ 

 

 

 

TABLE 39 

 

NORTHERN BURMIC GLOTTALIZED APPROXIMANTS 
 

Onsets Rhymes 

A B L M P Z WB A B L M P Z WB No 
              176A 
              186A 

                                            
44

 Although there are some correspondences between aspirated laterals and nasals in Written Burmese and 

glottalized laterals and nasals in Northern Burmic languages, there are exceptions to this with many correlations 

between plain nasals and laterals and glottalized counterparts in the Northern Burmic languages. Thus, no clear 

correspondence exists between aspiration in Written Burmese and glottalization in Northern Burmic languages. 
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The glottalized approximant series is shown in table 39. There are consistent 

correspondences between Achang, Bela, Lashi, Maru, and Zaiwa. 

3.3  Rhymes 

 Having completed the reconstruction of initial consonants, we now consider the reconstruction 

of the nucleus and coda of the syllable, namely the rhyme. The first area of investigation will be 

open rhymes (rhymes with either an empty or nasal coda), followed by the analysis of rhymes with 

stops in the codas, called stopped rhymes. 

3.3.1  Open Rhymes 

 The following rhymes are reconstructed where the coda position (C2) is empty and the rhyme is 

composed entirely of vocalic segments. The first series we will reconstruct are the simple vowels, 

followed by diphthongs. 

 

 

TABLE 40 

 

NORTHERN BURMIC HIGH FRONT VOWEL
 

Onsets Rhymes 

A B L M P Z WB A B L M P Z WB No 

              212A 

              045A 

              055B 

              338B 

              125B 

 

 

 

Unambiguous cases where the Proto rhyme * is reconstructed are shown in table 40. 
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TABLE 41 

 

NORTHERN BURMIC MID FRONT VOWEL
 

Onsets Rhymes 
A B L M P Z WB A B L M P Z WB No 

              157A 

              168A 

              190A 

              163A 

              288A 

              269A 

              325A 

 

 

 

The Proto rhyme *e is shown in table 41. Achang generally has the rhyme . In Bela, 

vowel quality may be the result of the alveopalatal approximant coalescing with the vowel  and 

raising it to , as examples 157, 325, and other examples in the data indicate. Lashi and Written 

Burmese are uniform in preserving the Proto vowel. Maru, Phon, and Zaiwa generally have 

undergone a merger of * > . 

In Achang the mid front vowel becomes a diphthong in an open syllable (this is similar to 

Modern Spoken Burmese) as shown in rule 3.27: 

3.27     * >  

 In Bela, Maru, Phon, and Zaiwa, the vowel is raised from mid vowel to a high  

 

vowel as illustrated in rule 3.28: 

 

3.28     * >  
 

 Rule 3.29 shows the epenthesis of the alveolar stop in Maru following the high front vowel: 

3.29     * > ______ 

 

 Where "" is null or empty. 
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TABLE 42 

 

NORTHERN BURMIC LOW CENTRAL VOWEL
 

Onsets Rhymes 
A B L M P Z WB A B L M P Z WB No 

              179A 

              046A 

              115A 

              222B 

              227A 

              376A 

              334A 

              071A 

 

 

 

As table 42 illustrates, the Northern Burmic languages are quite uniform in preserving Proto 

* when the onset is the glottal stop. However, when the onset varies from this value, Achang, 

Lashi, Maru, and Zaiwa represent this vowel with  which varies with  in Lashi and Maru. 

Bela, Phon, and Written Burmese have retained the Proto vowel. 

Lashi and Maru allow free variation between the mid back vowel and the low back vowel: 

3.30     *~
 

 Achang, Lashi, Maru, and Zaiwa have undergone an alternation in which the 

 

central vowel undergoes backing to become a back vowel shown in rule 3.31: 

 

3.31     * > C____# 

 

TABLE 43 

 

NORTHERN BURMIC HIGH BACK VOWEL
 

Onsets Rhymes 

A B L M P Z WB A B L M P Z WB No 

              065C 

              345A 

              347A 

              363A 

              041A 

              144A 

              301A 

              079A 

              171A 
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Proto * is shown in table 43. The Proto quality is preserved in Bela, Lashi, Phon, Zaiwa, 

and Written Burmese. The final stops in Phon appear to be epenthesized stops. Achang has a split 

between the Proto vowel and the diphthongfollowing an aspirated stop. Maru generally has a 

merger where * > , except following an alveopalatal approximant. 

Rule 3.32 shows the alternation in Achang where high back vowel becomes a diphthong 

following an aspirated segment: 

3.32     * > [ASP]_____ 

 

 In Maru the high back vowel becomes a diphthong, except for when the vowel follows an 

alveolar approximant (in this case the original quality of  is retained), this is shown in rule 3.33: 

3.33     * >  

 

 In Phon, there is variation between an empty coda and one filled with a glottal stop as 

illustrated by rule:  

3.34     * >  

 

 

TABLE 44 

 

NORTHERN BURMIC MID BACK VOWEL
 

Onsets Rhymes 
A B L M P Z WB A B L M P Z WB No 

              001A 

              214A 

              226A 

              236B 

              321A 

              205A 

              330A 

              053B 

              139B 

              178A 

              089A 
              149A 

              365A 
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Correspondences for the Proto rhyme *are shown in table 44. The analysis here follows 

Bradley's (1979) where he notes that the Written Burmese correspondence for this Proto vowel is 

, and Burling's argument that Proto *o corresponds to [] in Zaiwa. Note that the split in 

Zaiwa is conditioned by alveopalatal initials, causing *o > ui. Achang and Lashi uniformly have 

 with the former having the value  following the alveopalatal approximant. Bela generally 

has this same value, but shows a propensity toward epenthesizing a final nasal following a nasal 

initial and some variation following an alveopalatal approximant. Maru and Phon preserve the Proto 

vowel in some cases. Maru has a tendency to epenthesize a final consonant (Burling 1967), and 

both languages show a tendency to raise the vowel. 

Thus, for Achang, Bela, and Lashi, we have the following rule where the Proto mid back 

vowel becomes a diphthong: 

3.35     * >  

In Zaiwa, rule 3.35 applies, except when the initial is an alveopalatal, then rule 3.36 applies 

where the value of the diphthong is different: 

3.36     * > /[ALP]_____ 

 Rule 3.37 expresses the free variation in Maru and Phon between the mid and high back 

vowel: 

3.37     *~ 

 Maru has some variation between the velar stop and the glottal stop syllable final: 

3.38     *~/_____# 
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TABLE 45 

 

NORTHERN BURMIC DIPHTHONG 
 

 Onsets Rhymes 
A B L M P Z WB A B L M P Z WB No 

              025B 

              078A 

 

 

 

As seen in table 45, the Proto rhyme * is present in only a few cases in the Northern 

Burmic languages, but is very uniform. 

 

 

TABLE 46 

 

NORTHERN BURMIC DIPHTHONG 
 

Onsets Rhymes 

A B L M P Z WB A B L M P Z WB No 

              084B 

 

 

 

The Proto rhyme * shown in table 46 is interesting. These data occur in only one case, but 

note that where Achang, Bela, and Lashi have * >  in table 44 (with the same onset) Zaiwa has 

the rhyme  and Maru has . Thus, this rhyme is posited on the basis of this rather scant 

evidence where Maru and Zaiwa have preserved this value. 

 

TABLE 47 

 

NORTHERN BURMIC DIPHTHONG 
 

Onsets Rhymes 

A B L M P Z WB A B L M P Z WB No 

              033A 

              002A 

              164A 

              088B 

              133A 

              289A 

              310B 

              092A 

              081A 
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The Proto rhyme *is shown in table 47. This rhyme is preserved with little variation in 

Achang, Bela, Phon, and Zaiwa. Lashi generally has the value  while Maru has the value . In 

these cases, Written Burmese has no real regular correspondences in the rhymes, but if we look at 

the onsets, it is noted that the medial  is present in every example. There are two different 

possible interpretations for this cluster. The first follows written Burmese and posits the medial  

for Proto Northern Burmic and then attempt to discern the vocalic property following the medial. 

The second interpretation is the cluster * which is evident in most of the Northern Burmic 

languages and not attempt to modify the Proto Northern Burmic syllable template. Since the latter 

seems to pose the fewest problems, this seems the most acceptable solution. 

In Lashi, the Proto diphthong merges into the high central vowel: 

3.39     * >  

In Maru, the Proto diphthong merges into the low central vowel or a diphthong with the first 

vocalic quality being somewhat lower than that of the Proto diphthong: 

3.40     * > or 

 

 

TABLE 48 

 

NORTHERN BURMIC REDUCED VOWEL
 

Onsets Rhymes 

A B L M P Z WB A B L M P Z WB No 

              059A 

              061A 

              113A 

 

 

 

The reduced vowel  is evident in several examples in the Northern Burmic languages and 

Written Burmese (although no Written Burmese examples are shown in these data). This vowel 

however, is the product of syllabic processes of what was presumably a different vocalic quality in 
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the Proto language. This vowel is regarded as a phonetic value in the proto language and not a 

phonemic element. 

3.3.2  Nasal Rhymes 

The following Rhymes are reconstructed where the coda position (C2) is filled by a nasal. 

 

TABLE 49 

 

NORTHERN BURMIC RHYME 
 

Onsets Rhymes 
A B L M P Z WB A B L M P Z WB No 

              122A 

              160A 

              220A 

              379A 

 

 

 

In the examples in table 49, *am is preserved in Achang, Lashi (with the  variant), 

Zaiwa, and Burmese. In Maru and Phon, * > ~ with the loss of the final consonant. The Bela 

data are sparse, but  is the most common reflex. 

 In Maru and Phon, the rhyme  becomes the mid front vowel: 

3.41     * > 

 In Bela, there is limited data, but it appears that the rhyme  becomes the high front 

vowel: 

3.42     * > 

 

TABLE 50 

 

NORTHERN BURMIC RHYME  
 

Onsets Rhymes 

A B L M P Z WB A B L M P Z WB No 

              018A 

              044A 

              268A 
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In table 50, the first three examples represent Proto *. Achang, Zaiwa, and Written 

Burmese all have this rhyme. Lashi has undergone the alternation * > /__, in some cases the 

nasal final has been lost. Maru generally has  for its reflex, but also has  and even  with 

no apparent conditioning environment. The Bela and Phon data are very limited for this Proto form. 

In Bela and Phon the rhyme  becomes a mid front vowel: 

3.43     * > 

 In Lashi the Proto rhyme the low central vowel becomes a diphthong before an alveolar 

nasal: 

3.44     * > _____

 In Maru the low central vowel becomes a high front vowel before an alveolar nasal: 

3.45     * > _____

 

TABLE 51 

 

NORTHERN BURMIC RHYME  
 

Onsets Rhymes 

A B L M P Z WB A B L M P Z WB No 

              024A 

              078B 

              091A 

              105A 

              116A 

              277A 

              211A 

 

 

 

There is a staggering quantity of  rhymes in the Northern Burmic languages. It may be 

the case that other nasal rhymes have assimilated to the velar place of articulation. We will focus on 

a few representative examples. In the preceding examples * is evident in Achang, Bela (except 

for a few cases of  which do not follow a regular pattern), Lashi, Zaiwa, and Written Burmese. 
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Note that the Written Burmese rhyme  has merged into  in most of these languages. Maru 

generally has the vowel , while Phon has .  

In Maru the Proto rhyme  becomes the low central vowel: 

3.46     * > 

 In Phon the Proto rhyme  becomes the mid back vowel: 

3.47     * >  

TABLE 52 

 

NORTHERN BURMIC RHYME  
 

Onsets Rhymes 
A B L M P Z WB A B L M P Z WB No 

              035A 

              141B 

              187A 

              207A 

              243A 

              324A 

              385A 

              391A 

 

 

 

In Zaiwa, * roughly correlates to Written Burmese . There is a lot of scatter in 

Achang, with diphthong rhymes like  and  and simple vowel rhymes such as  

and . In Bela, * has merged with . In Lashi there is both  and . While Maru 

has  and Phon . 

 Achang shows considerable free variation before a bilabial nasal: 

3.48     ~~~_____

 In Achang the high back vowel becomes a low back vowel before a bilabial nasal: 

3.49     * > _____

 In Bela, Maru, and Phon the high back vowel becomes a low central vowel before a bilabial 

nasal: 

3.50     * > _____
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 In Lashi, the preceding rule applies following an aspirated segment, and the high back vowel 

becomes a mid front vowel elsewhere: 

3.51     * > _____

 In Phon a bilabial nasal syllable final becomes a velar nasal (note this rule must apply after 

rule 3.50): 

3.52     * > _____#

 

 

TABLE 53 

 

NORTHERN BURMIC RHYME  
 

Onsets Rhymes 

A B L M P Z WB A B L M P Z WB No 

              061A 

 

 

 

The Proto rhyme * is preserved best in Zaiwa, but it does not seem to have regular 

correspondences. Fortunately there is one cognate set that provides evidence of * (which varies 

with ) across the languages under investigation (with the exception of Bela and Lashi, which do 

not have data for this example). Although the data are admittedly scant, it is sufficient to posit this 

Proto rhyme. 

TABLE 54 

 

NORTHERN BURMIC RHYME  
 

Onsets Rhymes 
A B L M P Z WB A B L M P Z WB No 

              001B 

              095A 

              146B 

              236A 

              271A 

              356A 

              382B 
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Maru preserves the rhyme  from Written Burmese. The Lashi rhyme agrees with 

Bradley (1979) and Matisoff's (1976) interpretation, as do Phon and Achang to a lesser extent. 

Achang also has the rhyme  which is evident in Zaiwa. 

 In Achang, the high back vowel appears to vary with the mid back vowel before a velar 

nasal: 

3.53     ~_____

 In Zaiwa, and Achang the Proto diphthong  becomes the high back vowel before a velar 

nasal: 

3.54     * > _____

 In Phon, the Proto diphthong  becomes the low back vowel before a velar nasal: 

3.55     * > _____

 In Bela, the Proto diphthong  becomes the low central vowel before a velar nasal: 

3.56     * > _____

 

 

TABLE 55 

 

NORTHERN BURMIC RHYME  
 

Onsets Rhymes 
A B L M P Z WB A B L M P Z WB No 

              039B 

              147B 

              354A 

 

 

 

The Proto rhyme * in Written Burmese is represented as  in Lashi,  in Maru, 

probably best as  in Phon, and  in Achang (dismissing the effects of the alveopalatal 

approximant). 
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 In Achang, and Lashi, the Proto diphthong  becomes the mid low vowel before a velar 

nasal: 

3.57     * > _____

 In Maru, the Proto diphthong  becomes the diphthong  before a velar nasal: 

3.58       * > _____

3.3.3  Stopped Rhymes 

  The following Rhymes are reconstructed where the coda position (C2) is filled by a 

voiceless plosive. 

 

 

TABLE 56 

 

NORTHERN BURMIC RHYME 
 

Onsets Rhymes 

A B L M P Z WB A B L M P Z WB No 

              011A 

              231A 
              261A 

 

 

 

The Written Burmese rhyme  has as first appearance unusual correspond-ences in the 

Northern Burmic languages. However, upon closer inspection, it seems some of the high front 

vocalic features have formed an alveopalatal approximant in the onset in these languages. Achang 

seems to have lost the bilabial plosive in favor of an alveolar with  or . Bela has , 

Lashi , Maru , Phon , and Zaiwa . Notice how Phon is similar to spoken Burmese 

. 

In Achang, the high front vowel lowers to the mid front vowel before a bilabial stop: 

3.59     * > _____ 

Also in Achang, the bilabial stop becomes an alveolar stop syllable final: 

3.60     * > _____# 
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In Bela and Maru, the high front vowel becomes a low central vowel before a bilabial stop: 

3.61     * > _____ 

In Lashi, the high front unround vowel becomes a mid front round before a bilabial stop: 

3.62     * > _____ 

In Phon, the high front vowel becomes a diphthong before a bilabial stop: 

3.63     * > _____ 

In Zaiwa, the high front vowel becomes a high back vowel before a bilabial stop: 

3.64     * > _____ 

 

 

TABLE 57 

NORTHERN BURMIC RHYME  

Onsets Rhymes 

A B L M P Z WB A B L M P Z WB No 

              009A 

              014A 

              201A 

              272A 

              304A 

 

 

 

The most abundant stopped and nasal rhymes in the data are those with the mid low vowel 

. Nearly every Northern Burmic language has these rhymes. If we consider the preceding data, 

Achang, Lashi, Zaiwa, and Written Burmese have the rhyme , while Bela, Maru, and Phon 

have lost this vowel quality with * > /__. Some time after this, the labial plosive final went to a 

glottal stop or was lost entirely. The Proto rhyme for these examples is *.  

In Bela, Maru, and Phon, the low mid vowel becomes a mid front vowel before a bilabial 

stop: 

3.65     * > /_____ 

In Bela, Maru, and Phon, the bilabial stop becomes a glottal stop syllable final: 

3.66     * > _____# 
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TABLE 58 

 

NORTHERN BURMIC RHYME  
 

Onsets Rhymes 
A B L M P Z WB A B L M P Z WB No 

              083A 

              295A 

              314B 

              315A 

 

 

 

This data are a similar to that of the  rhymes. Achang, Zaiwa, and Written Burmese 

display the Proto rhyme *, while Bela and Maru have lost the vocalic quality with * > /__, and 

the stop place has gone to a glottal. Phon has undergone the same process, but the vowel has been 

raised by the voiceless alveolar fricative. Lashi is a little different with the vowel going to , with 

the final stop being retained in the first example, but changing into the glottal in the others.  

In Bela, Maru, and Phon, the low central vowel becomes the mid front vowel before an 

alveolar stop: 

3.67      * > _____ 

In Lashi, the low central vowel becomes a diphthong before an alveolar stop: 

3.68      * > _____ 

In Phon, the low central vowel becomes the high front vowel before an alveolar stop: 

3.69      * > _____ 

In Bela, Lashi, Maru, and Phon, the alveolar stop becomes a glottal stop syllable final (note 

rule 3.70 takes place following rules 3.67-3.69): 

3.70      * > _____# 
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TABLE 59 

 

NORTHERN BURMIC RHYME  
 

Onsets Rhymes 
A B L M P Z WB A B L M P Z WB No 

              057A 

              099A 

              145A 

              196B 

              239A 

              242A 

              263A 

              355A 

              362A 

 

 

 

This data illustrates the regular correspondences between Written Burmese and the Northern 

Burmic cognates. With only a little free variation in Maru between the mid back vowel  and the 

low back vowel , Achang, Lashi, Maru, and Zaiwa all have the reflex for Proto *. Phon 

has in its place with the free variation between  and . Bela has  in most cases. 

In Maru, rule 3.29 established the free variation between ~for open syllables, table 59 

shows how this rule applies to stopped syllables as well. Similarly rule 3.30 (* > C___) applies 

to the stopped syllables for Achang, Lashi, Maru, and Zaiwa. 

In Phon, the low central vowel becomes a high back vowel before a velar stop: 

3.71     * > ______ 

In Achang, Bela, Lashi, Maru, Phon, and Zaiwa, the velar stop becomes a glottal stop 

syllable final: 

3.72     * > _____# 

 

 

TABLE 60 

 

NORTHERN BURMIC RHYME 
 

Onsets Rhymes 

A B L M P Z WB A B L M P Z WB No 

              200A 
              241A 
              302A 

              378A 
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Zaiwa preserves * which varies with . This rhyme correlates with written Burmese 

. Achang uses the reflex , or a diphthong, while Bela and Maru have . Lashi has the 

diphthong  or , while Phon employs . In Bela, Maru, and Phon, * > /__. Note in 

Bela, there is some variation between ~ in the environment of__. In Phon, final * > 

/__. Lashi and Achang move to more diphthongal type constructions.  

 In Achang, the high back vowel becomes the low back vowel before a bilabial stop: 

3.73     * > _____

 In Bela, Maru, and Phon, the high back vowel becomes the low central vowel before a 

bilabial stop: 

3.74     * > _____

 In Lashi, the high back vowel becomes a diphthong before the bilabial stop: 

3.75     * > _____

 In Phon, the bilabial stop becomes a glottal stop in the syllable final position: 

3.76     * > _____#

 

 

TABLE 61 

 

NORTHERN BURMIC RHYME  
 

Onsets Rhymes 

A B L M P Z WB A B L M P Z WB No 

              290B 

              142A 

              206A 
              130A 

              094A 

              240B 

              370A 

 

 

 

Zaiwa preserves *. It freely varies with . This Proto rhyme roughly correlates to 

written Burmese . The correspondence in Lashi is the diphthong . There is no regular 
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correspondence in Bela. Phon has  and , while Maru has  and . The Achang 

correspondence is most commonly a diphthong ending in  like . 

 Achang exhibits a wide range of free variation before a alveolar stop:  

3.77     ~~_____

 In Achang, the high back vowel becomes a diphthong before an alveolar stop: 

3.78     * > _____

 Maru and Phon have free variation between the low central vowel and a diphthong before an 

alveolar stop: 

3.79     ~_____

 In Bela, Maru, and Phon, the high back vowel becomes a low central vowel before an 

alveolar stop: 

3.80     * > _____

 In Lashi, the high back vowel becomes a diphthong before an alveolar stop:  

3.81     * > _____

 In Lashi, and Phon, a syllable final alveolar stop becomes a glottal stop (note this rule must 

follow rules 3.80 and 3.81): 

3.82     * > _____#

 

 

TABLE 62 

 

NORTHERN BURMIC RHYME  
 

Onsets Rhymes 

A B L M P Z WB A B L M P Z WB No 

              121B 

              169A 

              259A 

              273A 

              380A 
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The Proto rhyme shown in Written Burmese  is similar to Maru and Bela . The 

vocalic set in Lashi and Phon of  concurs with Bradley (1979) and Matisoff's (1976) 

interpretation of this vowel, although most of the finals have gone to a glottal stop. Zaiwa and 

Achang have the high back vowel  followed by a  coda in Achang and a glottal  coda in 

Zaiwa.  

 In Achang, and Zaiwa, the Proto diphthong  becomes a high back vowel before a velar 

stop: 

3.83     * > _____

 In Lashi, and Phon, the Proto diphthong  becomes a mid back vowel before a velar stop: 

3.84     * > _____

 In Maru, there is some free variation: 

3.85     ~/C_____k 

 In Lashi, Maru, and Phon, a syllable final velar stop varies with the glottal stop (note this 

rule applies following rule 3.84): 

3.86     *~_____#

 In Bela and Zaiwa, a syllable final velar stop becomes a glottal stop (this rule follows rule 

3.84): 

3.87     * > _____#

 

 

TABLE 63 

 

NORTHERN BURMIC RHYME 
 

Onsets Rhymes 
A B L M P Z WB A B L M P Z WB No 

              094A 

              295B 

              295C 

              300A 
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The preceding table 63 gives the complete data for correspondences with the Written 

Burmese rhyme . Unfortunately, there are no regular correspondences in the Northern Burmic 

languages, thus, this rhyme is not considered part the Proto language. 

3.4  Tones 

 Tonal systems in Tibeto-Burman languages are generally three tonal systems in open 

syllables with a single non-contrastive tone in stopped syllables. This is consistent with both 

Burling's (1967) and Bradley's (1979) analysis of Loloish languages. Based on this hypothesis, this 

section will use Written Burmese, which maintains this same tonal system, as the standard for 

comparing the Northern Burmic languages. 

 Tones in this chapter have been regularized from the phonetic data presented in chapter 5. 

For example, a phonetic [32] tone may be rendered as either /31/ or /33/ depending on how it 

patterns with other examples in a given language. 

3.4.1  Open and Nasal Syllables 

Level tone in Written Burmese corresponds to level tone in Bela, high tone in Phon, and 

falling tone in Achang, Maru, and Zaiwa, while this tone corresponds to both high and low falling 

tones in Lashi. 

The following table 64 shows tonal correspondences by language in the first seven columns. 

Tones for Achang, Bela, Lashi, Maru, and Zaiwa are scaled from "5" for high to "1" for low. Level 

tones are shown by a single number such as "3," rather than "33." Tones in Phon are represented by 

"5" for high level. The correspondences for Burmese are for Level tone represented by "LT." The 

next seven columns provide the phonetic representations of the respective syllables bearing these 

tones. The tones are segregated for clarity. The final columns provide the reference number and 

gloss for each cognate set. 
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TABLE 64 

 

NORTHERN BURMIC TONE 1 

 
Tones Syllables Reference 

A B L M P Z WB A B L M P Z WB No Gloss 

31 3 53 41 - 31 LT        005A cloud 

31 3 53 41 5 31 LT        033A silver 

31 - 53 41 5 31 LT        095A wing 

31 3 53 41 - 31 LT        102B snake 

3 3 53 41 5 53 LT        122A hair 

3 3 53 - 5 53 LT        157A foot 

31 - 31 - 5 31 LT        226A weep 

31 - 31 41 5 - LT        277A enter 

31 3 31 - - 31 LT        365A green 

 

Note that the low falling tones are raised in the environment of a voiceless initial consonant 

in Lashi and Zaiwa, while the Achang tones become strangely level (122A, 157A). 

For Lashi and Zaiwa, a low falling tone becomes a high falling tone following a voiceless 

initial: 

3.88     31 > 53/Cvl_____ 

 Where "Cvl" is a voiceless consonant. 

 For Achang, a low falling tone becomes a mid level tone following a voiceless initial: 

3.89     31 > 3/Cvl_____ 

 Tones in Lashi vary between high falling and low falling with no apparent conditioning 

environment (cf. 102B with 365A). 

Heavy tone in Written Burmese corresponds to falling tone in Phon and Zaiwa, falling and 

rising tone in Bela, and level (both high and mid) tone in Achang, Lashi, Maru.
45

 

The following table 65 shows the tonal correspondences. Tones for Achang, Bela, Lashi, 

Maru, and Zaiwa are scaled from "5" for high to "1" for low. Level tones are shown by a single 

                                            
45

 Burlings finds differing tonal contours in Zaiwa (Atsi) based on grammatical considerations, with nouns 

having a falling contour and verbs a rising contour. These grammatical distinctions do not seem to be present in these 

data. 
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number such as "3." Tones in Phon are represented by "31" for low falling tone. Heavy tone in 

Burmese is represented by "HT."  

TABLE 65 

 

NORTHERN BURMIC TONE 2 

 
Tones Syllables Reference 

A B L M P Z WB A B L M P Z WB No Gloss 

3 52 2 - 31 31 -        073B tiger 

5 23 4 4 31 31 HT       : 106A frog 

3 - - - 31 31 HT       : 107A insect 

5 23 4 2 31 31 HT       : 110A louse 

3 52 2 2 - 31 HT       : 115A bee 

3 - 2 2 - 31 -        123B forehead 

3 - 2 2 31 31 HT       : 148A palm 

5 23 4 - - 31 HT       : 149A finger 

5 23 4 2 31 31 HT       : 164A blood 

3 52 2 4 31 53 HT       : 227A eat 

5 - 4 - - 53 HT       : 298A stab 

3 - 2 4 31 53 HT       : 301A dig 

5 - 4 4 31 53 HT       : 305A pound (rice) 

5 23 4 4 31 53 HT       : 376A bitter 

 

 

 

Tones in Achang, Lashi, Maru, and Zaiwa are generally raised in a syllable with either tense 

voice or a voiceless initial consonant (106A, 149A, 298A, 305A, 376A). This rule for Zaiwa has 

already been stated in 3.88, while for Achang, Lashi, and Maru, a low level tone becomes a high 

level tone following a voiceless initial consonant or in a tense syllable: 

3.90     LL > HL/Cvl_____ 

 Where "LL" is a low level tone, "HL" is a high level tone, and "Cvl" is a voiceless 

consonant. 

3.91     LL > HL/t       

Where "LL" is a low level tone, "HL" is a high level tone, and "t " represents a tense 

syllable. 

Achang and Lashi also appear to raise tone following a sibilant (110A, 164A). 

3.92     LL > HL/Cs_____ 
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Where "LL" is a low level tone, "HL" is a high level tone, and "Cs" represents a sibilant. 

Although the data are limited, there is some evidence in Zaiwa for a high tone (53) 

corresponding to *Tone 2 without a conditioning environment (227A, 301A). 

Creaky tone in Written Burmese corresponds to falling and rising tone in Bela, and low 

falling tone in Phon, and level tone in Achang, Lashi, Maru, and Zaiwa. 

The following table 66 shows the tonal correspondences. Tones for Achang, Bela, Lashi, 

Maru, and Zaiwa are scaled from "5" for high to "1" for low. Level tones are shown by a single 

number such as "3." Tones in Phon are represented by "31" for low falling. The correspondences for 

Burmese are for creaky tone represented by "CT." 

 

 

TABLE 66 

 

NORTHERN BURMIC TONE 3 

 
Tones Syllables Reference 

A B L M P Z WB A B L M P Z WB No Gloss 

5 23 4 4 31 4 CT        003A moon 

5 - 4 4 - - -        027A mud 

5 23 4 4 31 4 CT        087A milk 

- - 4 4 31 4 -        158A heel 

5 52 4 4 - - CT        180A younger sibling 

5 23 4 4 - - CT        283A fall 

5 - 4 4 31 4 CT        312A dance 

 

 

 

It bears noting that the data for this tonal reconstruction is much more limited than for the 

others tones reconstructed. The sparseness of this data are consistent with Bradley's findings for the 

reconstruction of this tone in the larger family of Proto-Burmese Lolo. 

3.4.2  Stopped Syllables 

Killed tone in Written Burmese corresponds to the falling tone in Achang, Bela, Lashi, 

Maru, Phon, and Zaiwa. 
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The following table 67 shows the tonal correspondences. Tones for Achang, Bela, Lashi, 

Maru, and Zaiwa are scaled from "5" for high to "1" for low. Level tones are shown by a single 

number such as "3." Tones in Phon are represented by "31" for low falling, and "5" for high level. 

Killed tone in Written Burmese represented by "KT." 

 

TABLE 67 

 

NORTHERN BURMIC TONE 4 

 
Tones Syllables Reference 

A B L M P Z WB A B L M P Z WB No Gloss 

- - 2 2 - 4 KT        052A kapok 

31 53 31 31 5 31 KT        076B monkey 

53 53 53 53 31 53 KT        093A bird 

53 - 53 53 31 5 KT        094A bird nest 

53 - 53 53 - 5 KT        130A mouth 

3 3 4 2 - 4 KT        179A elder sibling 

53 - 53 53 - 53 KT        239A breathe 

53 - 53 53 - 53 KT        241A suck 

31 - 31 31 - 31 KT        259A afraid 

53 - 53 53 - 53 KT        273A kneel 

53 53 53 53 - 5 KT        315A kill 

31 - 31 31 - 31 KT        322B one(person) 

53 53 53 53 5 53 KT        327A six(people) 

53 53 53 53 - 5 KT        328A seven(people) 

- - 53 53 31 53 KT        384A sharp 

 

 

 

In several of the Northern Burmic languages, loss of the final stop changes the contour of 

the tone from a falling tone to a level tone. This is evidenced by examples 052A, and 179A for 

Achang, Bela, Lashi, Maru, and Zaiwa, and examples 076B, and 327A for Phon. 

3.93     LF > LT/_____(C2s) 

 Where "LF" is low falling tone, "LT" is level tone, "C2s" is a stopped coda, and "" is empty. 

Tone in Zaiwa does not fall in a few cases, notably when the coda is filled with an alveolar 

stop (094A, 130A, 315A, 328A). 

3.94     HF > LT/_____t 

 Where "HF" is high falling tone, "LT" is level tone, and [t] is an alveolar voiceless stop. 
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As table 67 shows that there are two phonetic falling tones in stopped syllables in Achang, 

Lashi, Maru and Zaiwa. High falling tone is present in those syllables with tense voice, a voiceless 

initial, or an initial sibilant. The tone is low falling in all other environments. The following three 

rules summarize this for Achang, Lashi, Maru, and Zaiwa: 

3.95     LF > HF/Cvl______ 

 Where "Cvl" is a voiceless consonant. 

3.96     LF > HF/t 

Where "t" represents a tense syllable. 

3.97     LF > HF/Cs_____ 

Where "Cs" represents a sibilant. 

It must be noted that Bela also has this kind of phonetic contrast, but it was not marked in 

the data. 

There is one non-contrastive tone in stopped syllables in the Northern Burmic languages. 

The following table 68 summarizes the tones in Northern Burmic languages: 

 

TABLE 68 

 

NORTHERN BURMIC TONES 

 
PNB Tone Initial Achang Bela Lashi Maru Phon Zaiwa WB 

 vl, sib, ten 33     53  

*Tone 1 all others 31 33 53 41 55 31 Level 

    31     

 vl, sib, ten 55  44 44  53  

*Tone 2 all others 33 52 22 22 31 31 Heavy 

   23      

*Tone 3 all 55 52 44 44 31 44 Creaky 

   23      

*Tone 4 vl, sib, ten 53  53 53  53 Killed 

 all others 31 52 31 31 31 31  

 

 

 

 As table 68 shows the tonal contours of Northern Burmic languages and their 

correspondences to Proto Northern Burmic tones. The second column indicates where 
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environmental conditioning leads to a tonal reflex in these languages. These reflexes are phonetic 

realizations of the phonemic values shown beneath in the more general environment. The 

implications of table 68 will be discussed in more detail in chapter 4.  
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CHAPTER 4 

PROTO NORTHERN BURMIC 

4.0  Introduction 

 Based on the reconstruction in chapter 3, this chapter describes the characteristics of Proto 

Northern Burmic in much the way that the individual Northern Burmic languages are described in 

chapter 2. Further, this chapter concludes by describing the relationships between the Northern 

Burmic languages. 

4.1  General 

 Proto Northern Burmic is reconstructed on the basis of data from Achang, Bela, Lashi, 

Maru, Phon, Zaiwa, and Written Burmese. The precise relationship between these languages will be 

discussed in section 4.2. 

4.1.1  Syllable Structure

 A schematic syllable structure of Proto Northern Burmic is composed of an initial consonant 

C1, a medial glide (G), which may be the palatal approximant a vowel (V1) or vowel diphthong 

(V1(V2)). The coda is composed of a consonant (C2). The final element is the tone, which is actually 

a suprasegmental form, represented by the symbol T. Thus the syllable structure appears as follows: 

C1 (G)V1 (V2)(C2)T 

 Symbols in parentheses are optional elements, while those without parentheses are 

obligatory. All consonants are allowed in the initial position C1, while the final consonant position 

(C2), is limited to nasals or voiceless stops. The vowel may be a simple vowel V1 or a diphthong 

V1(V2); all vowels are allowed in the V1 position, while (V2) is restricted to []. Tone T is 

obligatory and maps over vocalic elements and the coda when it is occupied by a nasal. 

 Reconstructed syllable types include: CV, CVV, CVC, CVVC, CGV, CGVC, CGVV. 
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4.1.2  Consonants 

 The inventory of consonants is shown in table 69: 

 

 

TABLE 69 

 

PROTO NORTHERN BURMIC CONSONANT INVENTORY 

 
 LAB ALV ALP VLR GLT 

Plosive   asp     
               plain     
               glot     
Affricate   asp     
                plain     
Fricative     
Nasal     
              glot     
Lateral     
              glot     
Approximant     
              glot     

 

 

 

 Segments enclosed in [brackets] are phonetic while those segments without brackets are 

phonemic. The consonant inventory conforms to cross-linguistic tendencies by the presence of plain 

plosives, a nasal set, sibilants, and the glottal fricative. 

4.1.3  Vowels 

The inventory of vowels is shown in table 70: 

 

 

TABLE 70 

 

PROTO NORTHERN BURMIC VOWEL INVENTORY 

 
 Front Central Back 

High   
Mid   
Low   
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 Segments enclosed in [brackets] are phonetic while those segments without brackets are 

phonemic. The vowel system is a symmetric five vowel set. 

4.1.4  Distribution 

All consonants are allowed in the initial consonant (C1) position. The following initial 

clusters (C1G) are allowed: [ All vowels are allowed in the 

V1 position. The diphthongs (V1V2) are restricted to . Final consonants (C2) are restricted 

to the nasal and voiceless stop series 

An inventory of Proto Northern Burmic rhymes is shown in table 71: 



TABLE 71 

 

PROTO NORTHERN BURMIC RHYMES 

 
Open      

      
      
      
      
      

=      
      
      
      

 

 

 

Note that although [ju] is generally not regarded as a diphthong, it is neverthe-less included 

in table 71 to fill out the paradigm. 

4.1.5  Suprasegmental Considerations 

 The Proto language has three tones in syllables with open and nasal codas. These tones are 

represented as Tone 1, 2, and 3. The precise value of these tones is unknown. Stopped syllables 

have a single non-contrastive tone, represented as Tone 4.  
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 The glottal series of initial consonants accounts for the tense-lax voice contrast in the 

modern day Northern Burmic languages. This series is a trace of earlier prefixes that gave rise to the 

tense lax voice contrast. 

4.2  The Northern Burmic Language Family 

In this section, we will consider a number of different metrices based on the data presented 

in chapter 3 in order to understand the relationships between the North-ern Burmic languages and 

provide a subgrouping of Northern Burmic. This subgrouping is based purely on phonological 

considerations and does not account for the lexical or grammatical considerations that a broader 

classificatory system would entail. 

4.2.1  Phonological Rules 

 The phonological rules expressed in chapter 3 reflect the degree to which the Northern 

Burmic languages deviate from Proto Northern Burmic. By considering these rules, we gain a 

clearer picture of the Northern Burmic languages and their relationship to Proto Northern Burmic. 

 The total number of phonological rules (for a tabulated list of the rules and their 

applicability to each language see appendix B) proposed for each language are shown in table 72:  

 

 

TABLE 72 

 

PHONOLOGICAL RULES 

 

Number of Rules Achang Bela Lashi Maru Phon Zaiwa 

Total(Ttl) 27 19 23 31 26 19 

Unique(Unq) 11 3 5 8 11 5 

Sum (Ttl+Unq) 38 22 28 39 37 24 

 

 

 

 Based on these data, it can be seen that Bela, Lashi, and Zaiwa are the most conservative 

with the smallest number of both total and unique rules. The most innovative languages are Maru, 

Achang, and Phon. 
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 The number of phonological rules can also be used to determine the relationships between 

the individual Northern Burmic languages if we consider the number of shared rules: 

 Achang     

Lashi 14 Lashi    

Zaiwa 12 11 Zaiwa   

Maru 10 12 10 Maru  

Bela 4 6 6 13 Bela 

Phon 1 5 3 12 11 

 

 Figure 10. Northern Burmic Shared Phonological Rules. 

 

There is a high degree of phonological affinity between the pairs of languages with the 

largest numbers (such as Achang and Lashi), and a relatively low phonological affinity between 

those pairs with low numbers (such as Achang and Phon).  

While figure 10 illustrates the relationships between individual languages, it does little to 

illustrate an individual languages standing in Northern Burmic, specifically, how central or 

peripheral the language is within Northern Burmic. In an attempt to establish this, we can look at 

the average number of shared rules. Such an approach yields the following result: 

 

 

TABLE 73 

 

AVERAGE OF SHARED RULES 

 

 Achang Bela Lashi Maru Phon Zaiwa Total Average 

Maru 10 13 12 - 12 10 57 11.4 

Lashi 14 6 - 12 5 11 48 9.6 

Zaiwa 12 6 11 10 3 - 42 8.4 

Achang - 4 14 10 1 12 41 8.2 

Bela 4 - 6 13 11 6 40 8.0 

Phon 1 11 5 12 - 3 32 6.4 

 

 

 

The average number of rules for each language within the Northern Burmic languages are 

shown in table 73. Therefore, a language such as Maru, which shares a relatively large number of 
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phonological innovations with its neighbors is a fairly central language within Northern Burmic, 

while a language such as Phon, which shares relatively few phonological rules with other languages 

is more peripheral in the Northern Burmic scheme. Maru seems to be the most innovative of the 

Northern Burmic languages. 

4.2.2  Phonological Drift 

 The process by which languages develop phonological processes in a given direction is 

called phonological drift. Phonological drift provides insight into the direction and nature of 

phonological change in a language or group of languages. Consideration of such drift allows 

another metric of classifying languages. Consider the Proto Northern Burmic onset correspondences 

shown in table 74: 
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TABLE 74 

 

BURMIC ONSET CORRESPONDENCES 

 
PNB A B L M P Z WB SB 

        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        

        
        
        
        
        
        
        

 

 In table 74, the shaded areas indicate onsets which have one or more matching onset(s) in 

another language (which shares the same shading). Proto Northern Burmese and Bela onsets 

correlate the most closely. With the exception of voicing of initial stops and affricates, Achang, 
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Lashi, Maru and Zaiwa are nearly identical to the onsets in the Proto language. Phon, and Burmese 

do not share the glottalized or affricate onset series with Proto Northern Burmese.  

 Ignoring the relatively superficial distinction in voicing, there are two main groupings in 

Northern Burmic, the first includes Achang, Bela, Lashi, Maru, and Zaiwa. The second set contains 

Phon, which has a number of similarities with Written and Spoken Burmese. 

 The simple vowel correspondences are shown in table 75: 

 

TABLE 75 

 

BURMIC VOWEL CORRESPONDENCES 

 
PNB A B L M P Z WB SB 

        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        

 

 

 Although there is some variation (particularly in Maru, which seems to display intrusive 

stops), there is general agreement between the Northern Burmic languages and the simple vowels in 

Proto Northern Burmic. 

 Burmese displays several features of phonological drift mentioned in section 2.1.1.8. 

Among these features are the vowels taking on properties of the coda followed by loss of the finals. 

Many of these processes are displayed to varying degrees in Northern Burmic rhymes. 
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TABLE 76 

 

BURMIC RHYME CORRESPONDENCES 

 
PNB A B L M P Z WB SB 

        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        

 

 

 

 In table 76, the shaded rhymes are those which have one or more matching rhyme in another 

language (which also shares the same shading). There are two apparent groupings that emerge from 

this data. The first set correlating closely with Proto Northern Burmese is composed of Written 

Burmese and Zaiwa. These two languages are strikingly similar in their rhyme composition. More 

peripheral to this set are Achang and Lashi. The second set is made up of Bela and Maru, with Phon 

to a lesser degree. Phon also has some affinity with Lashi. The difference in rendering of  and 

 should be somewhat discounted, since both Bradley (1979) and Matisoff (1976) render the  

of Written Burmese as  before a velar nasal  or velar stop  

 Other than Spoken Burmese, considerable rhyme gaps without correspondences in other 

languages, particularly in Achang, Lashi and Phon. With the exception of a couple of cases in Maru, 

there are few correlations with Spoken Burmese, leading to the conclusion that in some 

characteristics Burmese is drifting in a different phonological direction away from most of the 

Northern Burmic languages. In a gross sense however, Northern Burmic languages are similar to 
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Burmese (noted in section 2.1.1.8) in that they display characteristics where the nucleus acquires 

properties of the coda and subsequently looses features of the coda. Generally onsets are more 

resistant to change than rhymes. Tones also appear to be fairly resistant to change, although they are 

affected by rhyme changes as well. There does not appear to be significant tonal genetic (Matisoff 

1973) information encoded in this data.  

 It bears noting that although Burling (1966) presents a case for the epenthesis of final stops 

in Maru, there is almost none of this in the data under consideration, and the tonal contours are not 

inconsistent with the presence of the final stops as they were in Burling's data. 

4.2.3  Tones 

Proto Northern Burmic has three tones in open and nasal syllables. There is one non-

contrastive tone in stopped syllables. This section will consider how the individual languages reflect 

or deviate from this tonal system. 

A summary of table 68 is shown in table 77: 

 

 

TABLE 77 

 

NORTHERN BURMIC TONES 

 
PNB Tone WB Achang Bela Lashi Maru Phon Zaiwa 

*Tone 1 Level Falling Level H/L Falling Falling Level Low Falling 

*Tone 2 Heavy Low Level Ris/Fall Low Level Low Level Falling H/L Falling 

*Tone 3 Creaky High Level Ris/Fall High Level High Level Falling Level 

*Tone 4 Killed Falling Falling Falling Falling Falling Falling 

 

 

 

 Maru and Achang along with Written Burmese maintain the three way dis-tinction between 

tones in open syllables. Bela and Phon only have a loss of contrast between *Tone 2 and *Tone 3. 

Zaiwa maintains the three way distinction between tones, but the low falling tone has split between 

the *Tone 1 and *Tone 2 categories. Lashi, has undergone an internal split in *Tone 1. 
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 Achang, Maru, and Written Burmese are the most conservative, preserving the same tones 

as Proto Northern Burmic. Lashi and Zaiwa, while undergoing tonal splits, still roughly maintain 

the tonal contrast. Bela and Phon are the most innovative, with a loss of contrast between two of the 

three tones. The relationship of these languages based on tonal considerations may be represented 

by isoglosses as in figure 11: 

 

 

Tone 1    Achang, Maru, and Written 

Burmese. 

       Lashi, where there is a split in 

Tone 2         Tone 3   Tone 1. 

       Zaiwa, where there is a split in  

Tone 2. 

     Bela and Phon, where there is a 

loss of contrast between Tones 2 and 3. 

    

 

 Figure 11. Northern Burmic Tonal Isoglosses. 

  

Where each of the three circles represents a respective tone (as labeled). 

4.2.4  Burmese and Northern Burmic 

 The premise of this thesis is that Burmese is on a separate node from Northern Burmic 

languages. This section will attempt to answer the question of how closely related Burmese is to the 

Northern Burmic language family. Shafer's (1966) class-ification posited Burmese on a sister node 

under Southern Burmic. 

 The reconstructed forms of Proto Northern Burmic bear a strong likeness to Written 

Burmese (particularly in the rhyme and tonal correspondences). Some of this is undoubtedly 

attributed to the role Written Burmese plays in the current reconstruction, as it is used to give clarity 

in the reconstruction where Northern Burmic cognates do not lead to a clearly reconstructable form. 

Written Burmese initial consonants deviate the most from Proto Northern Burmic, with 21 of 37 
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exact correlates and 31 of 37 related correlates. In terms of rhyme correspondences, there is a very 

close relationship between Written Burmese, Zaiwa, Achang, and, to a lesser degree Lashi and 

Maru. The tonal categories in Written Burmese correlate with those in Achang and Maru. 

 Based on the segmental and suprasegmental correspondence between Written Burmese and 

the modern spoken Northern Burmic languages, Burmese is closely related to the Northern Burmic 

language family. In fact, the relationship between Written Burmese and Proto Northern Burmic 

appears to be closer than the relationship between Proto Northern Burmic and Phon in the rhyme 

and tonal correspondences. Some of this difference in Phon may be attributed to differences in 

transcription, borrowing from Shan, and/or divergent innovations. 

 It is interesting to note that the other spoken Northern Burmic languages appear to be more 

similar to Written Burmese than Spoken Burmese, suggesting an early date for the split of these 

languages from Proto Northern Burmic. 

4.2.5  Northern Burmic Stammbaum 

 The various Stammbaum diagrams entailing Northern Burmic languages were reviewed in 

chapter 2, section 1.7. This section will propose a new Stammbaum diagram which attempts to 

capture some of the analysis presented in this chapter. 

Although Stammbaum diagrams are powerful tools to describe the relationships between 

languages, they present a limited characterization of what is really a much more complicated 

question of the relationship between two or more languages. The key to constructing a good 

diagram lies in the ability of the linguist to determine which of the many factors are significant, and 

which are peripheral. The significant factors are used to delineate the differences between the 

languages depicted in the diagram. This section uses four metrics already described, namely, 

phonological rules, onset correspondences, rhyme correspondences, and tones. 
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In table 72, the number of phonological rules that describe a language's deviation from Proto 

Northern Burmic and the number of rules unique to that language were totaled to describe the 

relative conservatism or innovation of a language. This lead to two categories as shown in table 78: 

 

 

TABLE 78 

 

RELATIVE PHONOLOGICAL CONSERVATISM 

 

Conservative Innovative 

Bela Achang 

Lashi Maru 

Zaiwa Phon 

 

 

 

In section 4.2.2, the onset correspondences were considered (shown in table 74), this lead to 

two main groups. These groups are shown as follows in table 79: 

 

 

TABLE 79 

 

RELATIVE ONSET CONSERVATISM 

 

Conservative Innovative 

Achang Phon 

Bela - 

Lashi - 

Maru - 

Zaiwa - 
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 Simple vowel correspondences were considered in table 75; from table 79, it appears that 

the Northern Burmic languages are relatively conservative of the vocalic forms in the Proto 

language. This is summarized table 80: 

 

TABLE 80 

RELATIVE VOWEL CONSERVATISM 

 

Conservative Innovative 

Achang - 

Bela - 

Lashi - 

Maru - 

Phon - 

Zaiwa - 

 

 

In section 4.2.2, the rhyme correspondences were considered, this lead to two main groups. 

The first, containing Zaiwa is assumed to be the more conservative as these correspondences are the 

most similar to those of Proto Northern Burmic listed in table 76. This leads to table 81: 

 

 

TABLE 81 

 

RELATIVE RHYME CONSERVATISM 

 

Conservative Innovative 

Zaiwa Bela 

Achang Maru 

Lashi Phon 

 

 

 

Likewise, in section 4.2.3, the tonal correspondences to Proto Northern Burmic are 

considered (table 77). This analysis led to three basic groups, shown in table 82: 
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TABLE 82 

 

RELATIVE TONAL CONSERVATISM 

 

Conservative Less 

Conservative 

Innovative 

Maru Lashi Bela 

Achang Zaiwa Phon 

 

 

 

By assigning a numeric value to the categories, relative weights are assigned to each 

category to provide a scale by which to measure the relatedness of the languages. By this weighting, 

a value of "2" is assigned to those languages who display conservative characteristics, a value of 

"1.5" is assigned where the language is less conservative, and a value of "1" is assigned where the 

language is innovative. These values are shown in table 83 where: "Rules" stands for the relative 

phonological conservatism, "Onset" stands for the relative onset conservatism, "Rhyme" stands for 

the relative rhyme conservatism, and "Tonal" stands for the relative tonal conservatism. 

 

 

TABLE 83 

 

NORTHERN BURMIC LANGUAGE RELATIONSHIPS 

 

Language Rules Onsets Vowels  Rhymes  Tones  Total 

Lashi 2 2 2 2 1.5 9.5 

Zaiwa 2 2 2 2 1.5 9.5 

Achang 1 2 2 2 2 9 

Bela 2 2 2 1 1 8 

Maru 1 2 2 1 2 8 

Phon 1 1 2 1 1 6 

 

 

 

 Notice that there are three main groupings from table 83. The first group is most similar to 

Proto Northern Burmic and is composed of Achang, Lashi, and Zaiwa. The second group contains 

Bela and Maru. Phon, which is marginal in Northern Burmic, belongs to the third group. 
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 The following Stammbaum diagram is derived from table 83: 

 

              Proto Northern Burmic 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 Figure 12. Northern Burmic Language Family. 

 

 

 The grouping of Achang, Lashi, and Zaiwa under the node entitled "High" indicates that 

these languages have a high degree of correlation with Proto Northern Burmic. The grouping of 

Bela and Maru under "Mid" have a fair correlation with Proto Northern Burmic, while Phon, shown 

under "Low" has a low correlation.
46

 The peripheral nature of Phon was also noted in figure 10 

where shared phonological rules were considered. The place of Phon in this grouping concurs with 

Davies (1909) observations that Phon is comparable to Achang, Lashi, Maru, and Zaiwa, but 

somewhat more distantly related to these languages. Luce grouped Phon together with Lashi, Maru, 

and Zaiwa, while conceding that it is the westernmost member of this grouping (Henderson 1986). 

4.2.6  Conclusion 

 Achang, Lashi, and Zaiwa show a strong relationship to Proto Northern Burmic. Bela and 

Maru have a slightly weaker relationship to this grouping, while Phon is quite different from Proto 

Northern Burmic. Further study, including how Phon fits within the context of Proto Burmic and 

other Tibeto-Burman groupings needs to be conducted to adequately determine whether Phon is a 

marginal member of Northern Burmic or a member of a separate language family. 

   High    Mid                      Low 

 Achang Bela Phon  

 Lashi Maru 

 Zaiwa  
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Several different stammbaum diagrams have been proposed for Northern Burmic languages 

(section 1.7). Although each of these diagrams provides insight into the com- 

position of Northern Burmic languages, none of them have presented a description of the 

relationships between the Northern Burmic languages. Granted, most of the previous scholarship 

has focused on larger families such as Proto Lolo, or Proto Tibeto Burman, however, it is necessary 

to refine our understanding of each of the branches of languages in order to provide a more 

thorough classification scheme. 

                                                                                                                                                 
46

 It should be noted that if Written and Spoken Burmese were compared to these languages, Written Burmese 

would correlate to the "High" or "Mid" grouping, while Spoken Burmese would correlate to the "Low" grouping. 
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CHAPTER 5 

RECONSTRUCTED VOCABULARY 

5.0  Introduction 

 Based on the reconstruction in chapter 3, this chapter provides reconstructed vocabulary of 

Proto Northern Burmic. 

5.1  General 

 The following word list is from the basic list of 406 words used by SIL in Mainland 

Southeast Asia. 

5.2  Reconstructed Syllables 

Generally, where tense phonation is attested by two or more Northern Burmic cognates, the 

Proto language is assumed to have a preglottalized initial. In cases where there is some uncertainty 

as to the reconstruction either based on limited cognates or variation in the cognates, the 

reconstructed form is shown in {braces}. Where a potential reconstruction is sufficiently 

ambiguous, no reconstruction is given. Thus, there may be reconstructions without segmental 

information, or more commonly, reconstructed syllables without tonal information. Some tonal 

reconstructions show two potential tones such as: /1/2
/ "sky." This indicates that there is some 

uncertainty as to whether *Tone 1 or *Tone 2 captures the Proto tone. In some cases, the vowel 

quality is indiscernible based on the available data; in these cases, the vowel is indicated by /V/. 

Likewise, where a consonant cannot be differentiated, it is represented by /C/. When a consonant is 

unknown except for its value of nasality, it is shown by /N/. 

The left hand column shows the reconstructed form while the central seven columns show 

data from Achang, Bela, Lashi, Maru, Phon, Zaiwa, and Written Burmese. The final two columns 

provide reference information. 
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PNB

 
A

 
B

 
L

 
M

 
P

 
Z

 
WB Ref Gloss 

1 34 52 3 35 31 3 : 001A sky 

{1/2
}

 32  31 51  53 : 001B sky 

1 31 3 51 31  32 : 002A sun 

3 5 23 5 43 31 4  003A moon 

{V
3
}

 5 52 53   4  003B moon 
1 3 3 53 52  53  004A star 

{
V1

}
 32 3 53 31  42  005A cloud 

{1/2
}

   3 42  53 : 006A mist 

{V
2
}

 45   43    006B mist 

1   51  55   007A rain 

{4
}

 35  43 53    008A rainbow 

{1
}

 53  31 41  32  008B rainbow 

3 2   4  2  008C rainbow 
4   53   4  009A lightning 

{2
}

   3   53 : 010A thunder 

4 21  3   3  011A shadow 

{1/4
}

   53 21    011B shadow 

{VN
3
}

 35 23 5 5 31 34  012A night 

 45 52 5 31 31 45  013A day 

4 3 23 32 32  3  014A morning 

1  3 52 31  4  014B morning 

{V1
}

 51 52 51 31  53  015A noon 

{V}
  23 53 23    016A yesterday 

{}
  3 25 32  3  016B yesterday 

{1
}

 31  42     017A tomorrow 

{}
  23  35  3  017B tomorrow 

{}
 42  4 31  51  018A year 

1 42 3 53 31  3  019A east 

{V4
}

 54 52 52 5  5  019B east 

1 31 3 31 32  31  020A west 

{
V1

}
 32 3 32     021A north 

1 32 3 32     022A south 

{1
}

 42    55 31  023A water 

{4}
  3 51 4  5  023B water 

{1/2
}

 32 52 31   31 : 024A river 

3   23 3  3  025A sea 

1   32 32  31  025B sea 

{1
}

 45 23 51   31  026A earth, soil 

4  3 53 3 55 5  026B earth, soil 

3 5  5 32    027A mud 

4 43  21 32  3  027B mud 

4 5  5 3  3  028A dust 

1 51  51   53  028B dust 

4 3 23 3 43 31 3  029A stone 

{V}
 5     35 : 030A sand 

{1
}

 31 3 31 31    030B sand 

{1/2
}

   43 32  52  030C sand 

{}
 43  53   32  031A lime(betel) 

3 5  42   3  031B lime(betel) 

{V1
}

 3 3 52 42 55 53  032A gold 

1 42 3 52 42  31  033A silver 
4 42 52 52 54  5  034A iron 
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PNB
 

A
 

B
 

L
 

M
 

P
 

Z
 

WB Ref Gloss 

{4
}

   3 32    034B iron 

{1
}

     55 54  034C iron 

1 31 23 51 31  31  035A mountain 

4 32  34 32  3  036A cave 

1 32     53  036B cave 

{4
}

   53 5    036C cave 

{C}
   53 4    037A forest 

{1
}

 41  32     037B forest 

{2
}

    4   : 037B forest 

{4
}

 5 52 54 5 31 5  038A tree 

{1
}

  3 31 41  53  038B tree 

2 31  3 31 31 54 : 039A branch 
4 54  53 54 55 5  040A bark 

2 34  4 4 31 31 : 041A thorn 

{V4}
 32    31 43  042A root 

2  52 3 2    042B root 

{C4
}

 5 52 53 5  5  043A leaf 

2 34 52 4 4 31 32 : 044A flower 

2 5  4 43 31 31 : 045A fruit 

{}
 32  3 3    046A seed 

3 54   45  4  046B seed 

3   5  31 3  046C seed 

4 25 23 3 24 31 31  047A grass 

2 34  3 4 31 31 : 048A bamboo 

{V4
}

 4  3 42 31 32  049A bamb. shoot 

1 31  31 43 55 3  050A mushroom 

{1
}

 42  51 51  53  051A rattan 

{V4
}

   32 2  2  052A kapok 

{
1

}
   31 42  53  052B kapok 

{V3
}

 5  45 4  3  053A sugar cane 

1 3  31 52 55 53  053B sugar cane 

{1
}

 3  54     054A betel nut 

{}
      3 : 055A opium 

{4
}

 3  4 54  5  056A liquor 

4 3  3 3 31 45  057A banana 

4 35  53 32  53  057B banana 

1 3  54 52  4  058A papaya 

2 3  3 32  54 : 058B papaya 

1 31   42 31 53 : 061A coconut 

{V4}
 3  5 3  5  062A eggplant 

2 5  5 4 31 53 : 062B eggplant 

{1/3
}

 3 3 32 23  3  063A peanut 

4  52 32   35  063B peanut 

{V
2
}

 5      : 063C peanut 

2 5 23 54 3 31 31 : 064A ginger 

{4
}

   52 54    064B ginger 

3 5  5 3  3  065A garlic 

{2
}

 3 23 42  31 54  065B garlic 

1   21 51 55 51  065C garlic 

{2
}

 3  2     066A red pepper 

{4
}

    5  5  066B red pepper 

{3
}

 3  2   4  067A corn 

{} 5  52     067B corn 
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PNB
 

A
 

B
 

L
 

M
 

P
 

Z
 

WB Ref Gloss 

{4
}

 3  53 32 55 32  068A paddy rice 

{2
}

 3  3     069A cooked rice 

{V
1
}    31

  31
  069B cooked rice 

{2}
 3   32   : 070A rice husk 

{
4

}
   54  55   070B rice husk 

{V2
}

 3  5   53  070C rice husk 

2 5 23 5 43 31 31 : 071A salt 

{}
 34  3     072A animal 

{4
}

 52  53     072B animal 

{2
}

 3  43     073A tiger 

2 3 52 3  31 32 : 073B tiger 

{2
}

    3   : 073C tiger 

{3
}

    32  3  073D tiger 

{1
}

 31  34 41 55 31  074A bear 

{4
}

 53  51  55 3  075A deer 

{2/3
}

 34  3   3 : 076A monkey 

4 42 52 32 31 55 32  076B monkey 

4   31   32  077A gibbon 
1 3  3 52 55 53  079A porcupine 

{V4
}

 42 23 32 32    080A rat 

4  52 3   3  080B rat 

2 45 23 32 2 31 31 : 081A dog 

{1
}

   53     081B dog 

{1}
     55 32  082A bark 

{4
}

 42  3 3    082B bark 

4 31  3 32  32  083A bite  

4 42 52 3 32 31 31  085A pig 

3 3 52 3 4 31 3 : 086A cow 

{1
}

    51  53  086B cow 

3 5 23 4 3 31 3  087A milk 

2 4 52 3 3 31 31  088A buffalo 

1 3 3 323 52  53  089A buffalo horn 

{
4

}
 53  53     090A tail 

2  52 3 43 31 31 : 090B tail 

V3  23  4  43  090C tail 

2 4 52 3 3 31 31  088A buffalo 

1 3 3 323 52  53  089A buffalo horn 

{
4

}
 53  53     090A tail 

2  52 3 43 31 31 : 090B tail 

V3  23  4  43  090C tail 

{1/2
}

 3  2 53    091A elephant 

1 31  52  55   092A eleph. tusk 
4 52 52 52 54 31 54  093A bird 

4 54  53 54 31 5  094A bird nest 

1 31  51 41 55 31  095A wing 

{2/3
}

 45  35 5  31 : 096A feather 

{}
   3     096B feather 

{1/2
}

 3  3 4  53  097A fly 

{4
}

 53 23 53 54 31 3  098A egg 

4 31 23 32 32  32  099A chicken 

{2
}

 3  3    : 100A duck 

3 43  3 3 31 3 : 101A fish 
2 3  34 3  53  102A snake 
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PNB
 

A
 

B
 

L
 

M
 

P
 

Z
 

WB Ref Gloss 

{1}
 31 3 41 32  31  102B snake 

{V
3
}

   5   3  103A house lizard 

{V
1
}

 31    31   105A crocodile 

{2
}

 5 23 5 3 31 31 : 106A frog 

2 3    31 31 : 107A insect 
3 42  3   4  108A spider 

{2/3
}

  52 32 32  32  108B spider 

{4}
 5   5  5  109A spider web 

{}
   3     109B spider web 

{V2
}

 5 23 5 2 31 31 : 110A louse 

2/3 3   32  32  111A termite 

{}
 5  5

2 
3  21  111B termite 

1 42 3 42 31  53 : 112A cockroach 

{V
2
}

 3  32 2    113A snail 

{paC
4
}

 31  32 21    113B snail 
1 3 3 52 21  53  114A mosquito 

2 3 52 3 2  31 : 115A bee 

1 3  3  55 32  116A fly(insect) 

2 5  5   31  116B fly(insect) 

{4}
 3 3 53 32  5  117A butterfly 

{1/2
}

 3 3 21 31  53  117B butterfly 

{4
}

     55   117B butterfly 

{V1/2
}

 31  52    : 118A scorpion 

3 5  5  31   118B scorpion 

{4
}

      4  118C scorpion 

{3}
 5 3 5 2  32  119A head 

{
V}

 53 52 51   31  119B head 

4 43 23 4 3  32  120A face 

1 31  3 31    120B face 

{2
}

 45  5 3 31 34 : 121A brain 

4 42 23 51 42 31 5  121B brain 

1 3 3 53 41 55 53  122A hair 

{}
 3  3 3  3  123A forehead 

2 3  3 2  31 : 123B forehead 

{V
3
}

 32 23 3   3  124A eyebrow 

4 3 23 4 32 31 32  125A eye 

3 43 23   31 3  125B eye 
4 54  53   5  126A eyelid 
1 3 3 3 41 55 53  127A nose 

{3
}

 4  3 32 31 3 : 128A cheek 

{V4}
 43  32     128B cheek 

3 3 3 3 3 31 3 : 129A ear 

4  23 53   5  129B ear 
4 54  52 54  5  130A mouth 

1  52  51  53  131A tongue  

1 3  43  55   131B tongue 

{V
4
}

  23 53 3  31  132A saliva 

{4}
 5      : 132A saliva 

{1/2
}

 31 3 52 31  31 : 133A tooth 

{1
}

 31   31    134A gums 

3 3  3 32  5  135A chin 

{2/3
}

 5  4   53  135B chin 
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A
 

B
 

L
 

M
 

P
 

Z
 

WB Ref Gloss 
4 54 52 53 54  5 : 136A beard 

{V
4
}

 42 52 32 4  31  136B beard 

{V4}
 43  4     137A shave(beard) 

2 5  45     138A back 

{V1
}

 3  31   53  138B back 

{V2/3
}

 3 3 3   3 : 139A abdomen 

2 3 52 32 32  31  139B abdomen 

4 54  53 54 31 54  140A navel 
4 54 52 54   5  141A heart 

2 32 52 2  31 31 : 141B heart 
4 53 52 53  31   142A lungs 

2 5 23 5 32 31 42 : 143A liver 

{1
}

 3 3 4 31  51  144A intestines 

4 42 52 3 32 31 32  145A hand 

{VN
3
}

 5  45 5  34  146A elbow 

{}
 5  53 2  4  146B elbow 

{1
}

 3  53     146C elbow 

{4
}

   53 43    147A armpit 

{}
   4 42   : 147B armpit 

2 3  3 2 31 31 : 148A palm 
2 5 23 5 5  31 : 149A finger 

2 5 23 4 43 31 31 : 150A nail 

 53  53   5  151A buttocks 

3 5 23 5   32  153A thigh 

 5 52 4 31  3  153B thigh 

{V
3
}

 5  53 5    154A knee 

4 54  32 3    154B knee 

{4
}

 54    55   154C knee 

4 54  53 3  3  155A calf 
3 5   4  32  156A shin 
 3  52 4    156B shin 

1 3 3 53 53 55 53  157A foot 

3   4 32 31 43  158A heel 

{1
}

 3  54 43  43  159A bone 

{}
 3  41 3 31 32 : 159B bone 

{1/2
}

 31  31 3  32  160A rib 

1   54 42  32  160B rib 

2 5  5 32 31 31 : 161A flesh 

{V
1
}

 3  32 31 55   162A fat 

1 31  51     163A skin 

2 5 23 5 2 31 42 : 164A blood 

{1
}

  52 31 31  32  165A sweat 

{2
}

 3 3 5 2   : 165B sweat 

{CV4
}

   53 5    166A pus 

2 5  5 54  31 : 167A excrement 
3 5  5 5  3  168A urine 

{2
}

     31 53 : 168B urine 

4  52 3 32 55 4  169A man 

{}  52 51 31  31 : 169B man 

{} 31 3 4 2 55 3 : 170A woman 

{2/3
}

  52 4 2  31  170B woman 

1 31 3 51 31  31  171A person 

{}
 3  3 2    172A father 
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{}
 5 3 53 43    172B father 

{}
 3  3     173A mother 

{V}
 31  53 2 31   173B mother 

{NV
3
}

    43    173C mother 

{2
}

 3     53 : 174A child 

{V
3
}

   4 32  3  174B child 

{V2
}

 3      : 174C child 

4 43  4  31   175A son-in-law 

{1
}

    42  53  175B son-in-law 

{
V3

}
 4  3 32  3  176A husband 

{1
}

 43   21    176B husband 

{V1
}

  3   55 53 : 176C husband 

{4
}

 31   3    176D husband 

{
V

3
}

 34 52 4 4 55 31  177A wife 

2 5  54 53  32 : 178A widow 

3 5  4 4 31 3  178B widow 

{}
 3 3 4 2  45  179A elder sibling 

2 3  4 2 31 53  179B elder sibling 

3 5 52 5 32    180A younger sib. 

1 31 3 53 21    181A friend 

3 5  5 2  3  181B friend 

{
1

}
 31 23 31 31 55 31  182A name 

2 3 23 4 2 55 31  183A village 

{}
 3  51 2    183B village 

  52 4 51  53  184A road, path 

{V2
}

 3    31  : 184B road, path 

{
VC

1
}

   54 31 55 53  185A boat 

{CV
3
}

    2  3  185B boat 
1 3 23 4 31 55 53  186A house 

{V2
}

 5 23 4 3  31 : 187A door 

{1/2
}

   31   31 : 188B window 

{4
}

 41       188C window 

1 3  42 31 55 53  189A roof 

{}
 31  5 3  43  190A under house 

{V
1
}

 3 ?   55 54  191A wall of house 

1 3  52 41  4  192A mat 

{1
}

      53  192B mat 

{3
}

 5  5 2 31 3 : 193A pillow 

4 53  53 3  54 : 193B pillow 

1 31  51 32    194A blanket 

{4
}

    4  3  194B blanket 

{1
}

      34  194C blanket 

2  52  2  31  195A clothing 

{2
}

  52 3 4  32 : 196A weave(cloth) 

4 31  3 32 31 3  196B weave(cloth) 

{}
 5  41 54 31  : 197A dye(cloth) 

{}
 5  4     198A sarong 

{
1

}
    32    198B sarong  

4 53  53   32  199A trousers 

{C4
}

 51  53 5 31 54  200A sew 
4 54 52 53 54  5  201A needle 

{
V3

}
 5 23    3  202A comb 

2   5 32 31  : 202A comb 
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4 32  3 32  32  203A ring 

{V2/3
}

   4 2    203B ring 

4 53     54  203C ring 

{2
}

 5  5 54 55  : 205A cooking pot 

{4}
 41  3  31 3  206A ladle 

{1
}

 3  43 41  53  207A mortar 

{V3
}

 5  45 32 55 34  208A pestle 

{1
}

 3  31   53  208B pestle 

{V4}
 42  3     209A spoon 

{2/3
}

   3   53  209B spoon 

1 31  51 31   : 210A plate 

{1
}

    32  31  210B plate 

2 5  4 32 31 31 : 211A firewood 

2 3 52 4 43 31 31 : 212A fire 

{V4
}

    43    213A ashes 

4 42  3   5  213b ashes 

2 5 23 5 54 31 31 : 214B smoke 

{}
 3     3  215A candle 

1   51 41  53  215B candle 

{2
}

 5      : 215C candle 

3 5  34 343 31   217A gong 

{2/3
}

 3  3 3  3 : 218A crossbow 

2 3  3 3 31 31 : 219A arrow 
1 3  3 32 55 53  220A spear 

2 3 23 3 3  53  221A knife 

3 5 52 5   4  222A hear 

{}
 41  31 5  53 : 222B hear 

{}
 31  31 3 55 53 

: 223A smell 

1 31 52 31 4 55 31  224A see 

4 43  3 32  3  225A wink 

{3
}

    32  3  225B wink 

1 31  31 32 55 32  226A weep 

2 3 52 3 4 31 53 : 227A eat 
1 3 3 53 3  32  228A swallow 

{V4}
 42  2 34    229A hungry 

{V4}
    54 31 32  229B hungry 

1   3 54  31  230A full, satisfied 

{4
}

 53  31 53  5  231A thirsty 

4 52 23 31 53 31 5  232A drink 

{4}
 31  3 35 31   233A drunk 

{4
}

 42  3 42    234A vomit 

{V
3
}

   45   32  235A spit 

{V4
}

 5  53 5    235B spit 

3   5 3 31 3 : 236A cough 

{}
 5  53 54 31 32  236B cough 

{1
}

 3  43     237A sneeze 

{3
}

    3  32  237C sneeze 

2 5  4 4  21 : 238A yawn 

4 53  53 54  54  239A breathe 

1 31  31 31  31  239B breathe 
4    54  5  240B whistle 
4 53  42 54 31 43  241A suck 

4 31  32 32  32  242A lick 
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 31 23 31 2 55 3  244A laugh 

{
}

 53 23 2   43  245A speak 

{}
    2    245B speak 

1 53  31 43  53  246A tell 

3 5  3 32    246B tell 

{V4}
 53   42  3  247A shout 

{V
4
}

    54    247B shout 

{2
}

   32 5 31 31  248A answer 

{4
}

   32 43    248B answer 

{4
}

 53       248C answer 
4   31 54  52  249A lie, fib 

{}
 5  53 54 31 32  236B cough 

{1
}

 3  43     237A sneeze 

{3
}

    3  32  237C sneeze 

2 5  4 4  21 : 238A yawn 

4 53  53 54  54  239A breathe 

1 31  31 31  31  239B breathe 
4    54  5  240B whistle 
4 53  42 54 31 43  241A suck 

4 31  32 32  32  242A lick 
 31 23 31 2 55 3  244A laugh 

{
}

 53 23 2   43  245A speak 

{}
    2    245B speak 

1 53  31 43  53  246A tell 

3 5  3 32    246B tell 

{V4}
 53   42  3  247A shout 

{V
4
}

    54    247B shout 

{2
}

   32 5 31 31  248A answer 

{4
}

   32 43    248B answer 

{4
}

 53       248C answer 
4   31 54  52  249A lie, fib 

2 5   43    250A sing 

{V1
}

  3 43   54  250B sing 

{V4}
 53  32 3  3  251A think 

{4
}

 53 23 52   53  252A know 
2 45  34 5  54  253A forget 

4 52  52 54  53  253B forget 

{V1
}

 3  43 43  42  254A choose 

{}
   31 3   : 254B choose 

{4
}

 54   5    255A love 

{4
}

 31   32    255B love 

{}
   2   2  256A hate 

{}
 5  3 25  34  257A wait 

{}
    52    257B wait 

{V
2
}

 3  3     258A count 

{V4
}

  52  5  54  258B count 

4 42  32 43  32  259A afraid 

{
V

4
}

 53 52 32 54  5  260A angry 

1 32 52 21 35  51  260B angry 

{
V4

}
 53 3 42 5 31 5  261A sleep 

{N1
}

 3  31 3    262A snore 

{4
}

 3     32  262B snore  

4 31 52 21 32 31 52  263A dream 
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1 31  31 23 55 31  264A painful 

{V
2
}

 3 3 3 2    265A medicine 

2 5 23 5 54 31 31 : 265B medicine 

2 3  32  31 53 : 266A itch 

1 3  32 41  31  267A scratch 

{}
 31 23 4 54  3  268A shiver 

{1
}

 3  32 54 55 43  269A die 

{V
3
}

 3  3 2  4  270A ghost 

1 31 3 31 31  51  270B ghost 

{1/2
}

 3 3 2 3  31  271A sit 

4 31   3 55 31  272A stand 

4 53  53 54  43  273A kneel 

{V
2
}

 5 23 4 5  52  274A walk 

2 3 52 2 42  32 : 275A crawl 

{}
 31  31 3  43 : 276A come 

1 31  31 32 55   277A enter 

{}
   31 3    278A return 

{
4

}
 5   54    278B return 

2 3 23 3 54  5 : 279A push 

{2/3
}

 3 52 2   53  280A pull 

{tVC
4
}

 53  42 4    281A kick 

{1
}

 43     53  282A throw 

{
4

}
   53 54    282B throw 

3 43 23 4 5    283A fall 

{V2
}

    54   : 284A swim 

{2
}

   3 54   : 285A float 

4 41 52 32 4  34  286A sink 

{2
}

    54  31  286B sink 
 31  31 5  5  287A flow 

{V1
}

   21 43  21  287B flow 

2 3  3 54 31 53 : 288A give 

2 5  54 5  53  289A tie 

{V}
 31  3     290A wipe 

4    54 31 54  290B wipe 

{V4
}

 41  5    : 291A rub, scrub 

2 5 23 43 5 31 53  292A wash 

{V1
}

 43  31 31  3 : 294A bathe 

{4}
 31   54    295A hit 

{V4
}

   3     295B hit 

{4
}

      53  295C hit 

4 54  52 53  5 : 296A split 

{1
}

 3 3      297A cut(hair) 

{
C

4
}

   54 53    297B cut(hair) 

2 5  4 5  52 : 298A stab 

{VN
1/2

}
  23 32     299A grind 

{4
}

   4 53    300A plant 

2 5     53  300B plant 

2 3  3 4 31 53 : 301A dig 
4 52 52 53 5 31 54  302A burnt(corpse) 

{1/2
}

    4  53  303A winnow(rice) 

{
4

}
 42      : 303B winnow(rice) 

4 42  32 54  54  304A to dry 

2 5  4 5 31 53 : 305A pound(rice) 
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4 31 52 53 32  3  306A cook(rice) 

{
4

}
 52  32 4  54  307A boil 

{
2

}
 31  4 45  53  308A burn 

{1
}

   52 54  54  309A extinguish 

{3}
    4  3  309B extinguish 

3 5  5 25  5  310A work 

{} 3  21 5  53  310B work 

{}
 3 23 32     311A play 

3 5  4 34 31 3  312A dance 

{4
}

 31  2 32    313A shoot 

3 5 52 5 54  3  314A hunt 

4 52  51   54  314B hunt 
4 52 52 42 54 55 5  315A kill 

{4
}

    54    315B kill 

{
4

}
  23 31   3  316A fight 

1 31 3 31 3 55 3  317A but 

{2
}

 5 3 54 4 31 53 : 318A sell 

1 31  53 43  54  319A exchange 

{V2
}

      53 : 319B exchange 

{2/3
}

   2 4    320A pay 

{2
}

 3   54  53 : 320B pay 

2 5  3 54 31 52 : 321A steal 

{4}
 3 52 3 3 31   322A one(person) 

4 32  32 42  31  322B one(person) 

{V4
}

 53 23 53  31 45  323A two(ppl) 

{}
 53 3 5 42 31 32 : 324A three(ppl) 

3 3 52 4  31 32  325A four(ppl) 

2 3 52 3 35  32 : 326A five(ppl) 

4 53 5

2 
53 54 55 53  327A six(ppl) 

{
V4}

 53 52 53 54  5  328A seven(ppl) 

4 53 52 53 5 31 5  329A eight(ppl) 

{}
     55   329B eight(ppl) 

2 34 52 3 43  32 : 330A nine(ppl) 

1 3 3 3 53 55 53  331A ten(ppl) 

1 3  42  55 53  332A hundred(ppl) 

{}
     55 45  333A thousand(ppl) 

 54  53 54    333A thousand(ppl) 

{}
 35 52 35 45  3 : 334A many(ppl) 

{4
}

 53  53     334B many(ppl) 

{}
 5  24     335A all 

3 5  4   31  336A some 

{
2

}
 5   32    337A few 

{2
}

     31  : 337B few 

{4}
   5   5  337B few 

3 5  3 3    338A half 

3 5  3 35  4  338B half 

{
V

2
}

 54 23 3 35 31 53 : 339A big 

1 31 3 31 23 55   340A small 

1 3 23 43 3 55 43  341A long 

{4}
      54  342A short(length) 

{2
}

 3 23 4 34    342B short(length) 
2 3 3 32 3  31 : 343A tall 
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 41 52 32 5  43  344A short(height) 

1 3  32 3 55 43  345A thick 

{2
}

 3  3 3 31  : 346A thin 

1 3  32 32  43  347A fat 

3 5  4   43  348A skinny 

1 31 23 31 2  32  349A wide, broad 

{4
}

 31 52 53  55 54 : 350A narrow 

4 32  3 43 31 32  351A deep 

{V4
}

 31  4     352A shallow 

2 5 23 4  31 32 : 353A round 

{V2
}

 5  4 34 31 34 : 354A full 

4 43  3 3 31 3  355A right side 

1 42  42 32  31  355B right side 

{3
}

   5 3    356A left side 

{2}
 34      : 356B left side 

{2/3
}

 3  3 4  4 : 357A straight 

2 3 52 2 34 31 53 : 358A far 

{1/2
}

  23 53 34  53  359A near 

{2}
 3    31  : 359B near 

1 3  3  55   360A this 

1  3 51 41  53  360B this 

{V
1
}

 3  3 31 55 53  361A that 

4 31 52 3 21 31 3  362A black 

1 3 3 3 43 55 32  363A white 

1 31 3 31 3 31 32  364A red 

{1
}

 31 3 31 42  32  365A green 

3  23 4 35    366A yellow 

4 54  53   5  367A dirty 

{V4
}

 31 23  53    367B dirty 

{}
 3  3 2  3  368A new 

{4
}

 54  53 5  54  368B new 

3 5  3 54    369A old 

{4}
 54  53   54  370A dark 

{1/2
}

   2   32  370B dark 

{}
    34 55   370C dark 

{}
 31  31 34  3  371A bright 

{1/2
}

 3  31 3  53  372A same 

{2
}

   5 2   : 373A different 

1 3  31 54 55 53  374A sweet 

{N
1
}

 3  32 32 55 31  375A sour 

2 5 23 4 5 31 53 : 376A bitter 

4   53 3  5  377A spicy 

4 31  2 34  3  378A rotten 

2 3  3    : 379A swell 
4 54  53 53 31 54  380A dry 

{V
4
}

 52  32 5    381A wet 

{3
}

 5     32  382A hot 

{1/2
}

   51 3    382B hot 

{2
}

    32  31  383A cold 

{2
}

 3  54     383A cold 

{V4
}

 31  52 54 31 54  384A sharp 

{2
}

 3      : 385A blunt 

{V2
}

   32 5  53 : 386A heavy 
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2 3  2   32  387A hard 

{4}
 54  53     388A smooth 

{}
   3 4  3  388B smooth 

{4
}

 42  3     389A fast 

2 5 52 45    : 390A slow 

{V1
}

  3 53   45  390B slow 

3 3  23 3  3  391A strong 

1 31  51 3  31  391B strong 

{
V

2
}

 53  2 5  53 : 392A weak 

{V2
}

 3  3 45 31 53  393A tired 

{V4}
 31  45 53 31 32  394A blind 

{1
}

 3     3  396A bald 

{4}
   31 53    396B bald 

{4}
    34  32  396C bald 

2 3  32 5  53  397A naked 

{V
2
}

 31  31 2 31 31 : 398A good 

3 4  24 5  43  402A when? 

{
4

}
 52  42   32  402B when? 

{1
}

   21     403A where? 

{V}
 3   51    403B where? 

4 54 3 4     404A who? 

{V
4
}

   31 32    404B who? 

{V1
}

 3  53   52  405A what? 

{}
      5 : 405B what? 

{
4

}
 53       406A how many? 

 
 

5.3  Reconstructed Words 

Traditional Tibeto-Burman reconstruction focuses syllables as shown in the preceding 

section 5.2. The supporting Northern Burmic data, however, mainly attests to polysyllabic word 

forms. This section will reconstruct the word forms as they appear in the majority of Northern 

Burmic words in the data. This reconstruction will draw upon the reconstructed syllables, and 

syllables cited in the Northern Burmic word lists. Where there are two competing word forms, they 

are separated by a comma, with the first form being the most commonly attested form (if any). 

Syllables are separated by periods. These word forms do not include verbal markers present in 

Maru, Zaiwa, and Written Burmese verbs. 
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1
.{1/2

}
 

001 sky 

1 
002 sun 

3
.{V

3
}

 
003 moon 

1 
004 star 

{
V1

}.1 
005 cloud 

{1/2
}, {V

2
}

 
006 mist 

1 
007 rain 

{4
}.{1

}.3 
008 rainbow 

1
.4 

009 lightning 

1
.{2

}
 

010 thunder 

4
.{1/4

}
 

011 shadow 

{VN
3
}

 
012 night 

 
013 day 

4
.1 

014 morning 

.{V1
}

 
015 noon 

.{V}.{}
 

016 yesterday 

4
.{1

}, 4
.{}

 
017 tomorrow 

{}
 

018 year 

1.{V4
}

 
019 east 

1.1 
020 west 

1
.{V1

}, {4}.{}
 

021 north 

1
.1, {4}.{}

 
022 south 

{1
}, {4}

 
023 water 

{1
}.{1/2

}, {4}.{1/2
}

 
024 river 

3
.1 

025 sea 

4
.{1

}
 

026 earth or soil 

3
.4 

027 mud 

4.1 
028 dust 

4 
029 stone 

{1/2
}.{1

}, {V}.{1/2
}

 
030 sand 

{}.3 
031 lime (betel) 

{V1
}

 
032 gold 

1 
033 silver 

{4
}4

, {1
}

 
034 iron 

1 
035 mountain 

4
.1

, 4
.{4

}
 

036 cave 

{4
}.{C}, {4

}.{1
}, {1

}.{2
}

 
037 forest 

{4
}.{1

}
 

038 tree 

{4
}.2 

039 branch 

{4
}.

4 
040 bark 

2 
041 thorn 

{4
}.{V4}, {4

}.2 
042 root 

{4
}.{C4

}
 

043 leaf 

2 
044 flower 

{4
}.2 

045 fruit 

{}.3
, {}.3 

046 seed 

4 
047 grass 

2 
048 bamboo 

2
.{V4

}
 

049 bamboo shoot 

1 
050 mushroom 

{1
}

 
051 rattan 

{V4
}.{

1
}

 
052 kapok 

{V3
}.1 

053 sugar cane 
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{1
}.2 

054 betel nut 

{}
 

055 opium 

{4
}

 
056 liquor 

44
.2 

057 banana 

1
.2

.2 
058 papaya 

1
.2 

061 coconut 

{V4}.2
.2 

062 eggplant 

{1/3
}.4

.2, {1/3
}.{V

2
}

 
063 peanut 

2
.{4

}
 

064 ginger 

3
.{2

}.1 
065 garlic 

{2
}.2, {4

}.2 
066 red pepper 

{3
}.{}2 

067 corn 

{4
}

 
068 paddy rice 

{2
}, {V

1
}

 
069 cooked rice 

{2}, {
4

}, {V2
}

 
070 rice husk 

2 
071 salt 

{}.{4
}

 
072 animal 

{2
}.2

, {3
}.{2

}
 

073 tiger 

{1
}

 
074 bear 

{4
}

 
075 deer 

{2/3
}.4 

076 monkey 

4
.4 

077 gibbon 
1 

079 porcupine 

{V4
}.4 

080 rat 

{1
}2 

081 dog 

{1}, {4
}

 
082 bark 

4 
083 bite  

4 
085 pig 

33
.{1

}
 

086 cow 

33 
087 milk 

32 
088 buffalo 

31
, 32.1 

089 buffalo horn 

V32, 2.{4
}

 
090 tail 

{1/2
}

 
091 elephant 

{1/2
}.1 

092 elephant tusk 
4 

093 bird 
44 

094 bird nest 
44 

094 bird nest 

1
, 41 

095 wing 

{}.{2/3
}

 
096 feather 

{1/2
}

 
097 fly 

4{4
}

 
098 egg 

4 
099 chicken 

{2
}

 
100 duck 

3 
101 fish 

2
.{1}

 
102 snake 

{V
3
}, 

1
.{V

3
}

 
103 house lizard 

{V
1
}

 
105 crocodile 

{2
}

 
106 frog 

2 
107 insect 

3
.{2/3

}
 

108 spider 
3

.{2/3
}.{4}, 

3
.{2/3

}.{}
 

109 spider web 

{V2
}

 
110 louse 
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2/3
.{}

 
111 termite 

1 
112 cockroach 

{V
2
}.{paC

4
}

 
113 snail 

1 
114 mosquito 

2 
115 bee 

1
.2 

116 fly (insect) 

{4}.{1/2
}, {4

}.{1/2
}

 
117 butterfly 

{V1/2
}.3

, {V1/2
}.{4

}
 

118 scorpion 

{3}.{
V}

 
119 head 

4
.1 

120 face 

{2
}.4 

121 brain 

1 
122 hair 

{}.2 
123 forehead 

4
.{V

3
}

 
124 eyebrow 

4
.3 

125 eye 

4
.4 

126 eyelid 
1 

127 nose 

{3
}.{V4}

 
128 cheek 

3
, 3

.4 
129 ear 

4 
130 mouth 

1
, 1 

131 tongue  

{V
4
}, {4}

 
132 saliva 

{1/2
}

 
133 tooth 

{1/2
}.{1

}
 

134 gums 

3
.{2/3

}
 

135 chin 
4.{V

4
}

 
136 beard 

{V4}
 

137 shave (beard) 

2
.{V1

}
 

138 back 

{V2/3
}.2 

139 abdomen 

4 
140 navel 

4
.2 

141 heart 
4 

142 lungs 

2 
143 liver 

{1
}

 
144 intestines 

4 
145 hand 

4
.{VN

3
}.{}.{1

}
 

146 elbow 

4
.{4

}.{}
 

147 armpit 

4
.2 

148 palm 

4
.
2 

149 finger 

4
.2 

150 nail 

 
151 buttocks 

1 
152 leg=foot (157) 

3
. 

153 thigh 

{V
3
}.4

, {V
3
}.4

.{4
}

 
154 knee 

1
.4 

155 calf 
3

.1
.3

. 
156 shin 

1 
157 foot 

13 
158 heel 

{1
}.{}

 
159 bone 

{1/2
}.1 

160 rib 

2 
161 flesh 

2
.{V1

}
 

162 fat 

21 
163 skin 
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2 
164 blood 

{1
}.{2

}
 

165 sweat 

{CV4
}

 
166 pus 

2 
167 excrement 

3
, 3

.{2
}

 
168 urine 

4
.{} 

169 man 

{}.{2/3
}

 
170 woman 

1 
171 person 

{}.{}
 

172 father 

{}.{V}, {}.{NV
3
}

 
173 mother 

{V
3
}, {V

3
}.{2

}, {V2
}.{2

}
 

174 child 

{V
3
}4

, {V
3
}{1

}, {V2
}4 

175 son-in-law 

{
V3

}.{1
}.{4

}, {
V3

}.{V1
}

 
176 husband 

{
V3

}.{1
}.{

V
3
}

 
177 wife 

2
.3 

178 widow 

{}.2 
179 elder sibling 

{}.3 
180 younger sibling 

1
.3 

181 friend 

{
1

}
 

182 name 

2
.{}

 
183 village 

{V2
}

 
184 road or path 

{1
}.{

VC
1
}

 
185 boat 

1 
186 house 

{V2
}

 
187 door 

{V2
}.{1/2

}, {V2
}.{4

}
 

188 window 
11 

189 roof 
1

.{}
 

190 space under house 

{V
1
}.

1 
191 wall of house 

1
, {1

}
 

192 mat 

{3
}.4 

193 pillow 

1, 1
.{4

}, {4
}.{1

}
 

194 blanket 

1.2 
195 clothing 

4
.{2

}
 

196 weave (cloth) 

{}
 

197 dye (cloth) 

{}, {}.{
1

}
 

198 sarong 

{}.4 
199 trousers 

{C4
}

 
200 sew 

4 
201 needle 

2
, {V3

}
 

202 comb 

4
.{V2/3

}, 4
.4 

203 ring 

{2
}

 
205 cooking pot 

{4}
 

206 ladle 

{1
}

 
207 mortar 

{V3
}.{1

}
 

208 pestle 

{V4}.{2/3
}

 
209 spoon 

1
, {1

}.1 
210 plate 

2 
211 firewood 

2 
212 fire 

2.42.{V4
}

 
213 ashes 

2.2 
214 smoke 

2.1
, {}.{2

}
 

215 candle 

3 
217 gong 

{2/3
}

 
218 crossbow 
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Proto Northern Burmic
 

Ref Gloss 

2 
219 arrow 

1 
220 spear 

2 
221 knife 

3
.{}

 
222 hear 

{}
 

223 smell 

1 
224 see 

4
.{3

}
 

225 wink 

1 
226 weep 

2 
227 eat 

1 
228 swallow 

{V4}, {V4}
 

229 hungry 

1 
230 full or satisfied 

{1
}.{4

}
 

231 thirsty 

{1
}.4 

232 drink 

{4}
 

233 drunk 

{4
}

 
234 vomit 

{V
3
}, {V

3
}.{V4

}
 

235 spit 

3
.{}

 
236 cough 

{1
}, {3

}
 

237 sneeze 

2 
238 yawn 

4
.1 

239 breathe 
4 

240 whistle 
4 

241 suck 

4 
242 lick 

 
244 laugh 

{
}, {}

 
245 speak 

1.3 
246 tell 

{V
4
}.{V4}

 
247 shout 

{4
}.{2

}, {4
}

 
248 answer 

4 
249 lie or fib 

2
, {V1

}
 

250 sing 

{V4}
 

251 think 

{4
}

 
252 know 

2
.4 

253 forget 

{V1
}, {V1

}.{}
 

254 choose 

{4
}.{4

}
 

255 love 

{}
 

256 hate 

{}, {}.{}
 

257 wait 

{V
2
}, {V4

}
 

258 count 

4 
259 afraid 

{
V

4
}.1 

260 angry 

{
V4

}
 

261 sleep 

{
V4

}.{N1
}, {

V4
}.{4

}
 

262 snore 

{
V4

}.4 
263 dream 

1 
264 painful 

{V
2
}.2 

265 medicine 

2 
266 itch 

1 
267 scratch 

{}
 

268 shiver 

{1
}

 
269 die 

{V
3
}.1 

270 ghost 

{1/2
}

 
271 sit 

4 
272 stand 
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Proto Northern Burmic
 

Ref Gloss 

{V
3
}.44 

273 kneel 

{V
2
}, {V

2
}

 
274 walk 

2
, 2

.{}
 

275 crawl 

{}
 

276 come 

1
, 1

.{}
 

277 enter 

{
4

}, {}.{}
 

278 return 
2 

279 push 

{2/3
}

 
280 pull 

{tVC
4
}

 
281 kick 

{1
}, {

4
}

 
282 throw 

3 
283 fall 

{V2
}

 
284 swim 

{2
}

 
285 float 

4
.{2

}
 

286 sink 
{V1

}
 

287 flow 

2 
288 give 

2 
289 tie 

{V}, 4 
290 wipe 

{V4
}

 
291 rub or scrub 

2 
292 wash 

{V1
}.2 

294 bathe 

{4}, {V4
}, {4

}
 

295 hit 

4 
296 split 

1
.{C

4
}

 
297 cut (hair) 

2 
298 stab 

{VN
1/2

}
 

299 grind 

{4
}, 2 

300 plant 

2 
301 dig 

4 
302 burned (a corpse) 

{1/2
}, {

4
}

 
303 winnow (rice) 

4 
304 to dry 

2 
305 pound (rice) 

4 
306 cook (rice) 

{
4

}
 

307 boil 

{
2

}
 

308 burn 

{3}.{1
}

 
309 extinguish 

3
.{} 

310 work 

{}
 

311 play 

3 
312 dance 

{4
}

 
313 shoot 

3
.4 

314 hunt 
4, 4.{4

}
 

315 kill 

{
4

}
 

316 fight 

1 
317 but 

{2
}

 
318 sell 

1, 1.{V2
}

 
319 exchange 

{2/3
}, {2/3

}.{2
}

 
320 pay 

2 
321 steal 

{4}.4 
322 one (person) 

{V4
}.4 

323 two (people) 

{}.4 
324 three (people) 

3
.4 

325 four (people) 

2
.4 

326 five (people) 
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Proto Northern Burmic
 

Ref Gloss 

4
.4 

327 six (people) 

{
V4}.4 

328 seven (people) 

4.4 
329 eight (people) 

{}.4 
329 eight (people) 

2
.4 

330 nine (people) 

{}1
.4 

331 ten (people) 

{}1
.4 

332 hundred (people) 

{}.4
, {}{}.4 

333 thousand (people) 

{}, {}.{4
}

 
334 many (people) 

{}{}
 

335 all 

{}3 
336 some 

{}{2
}, {}{4}, {2

}
 

337 few 

{}3
.3 

338 half 

{
V

2
}

 
339 big 

1 
340 small 

1 
341 long 

{4}, {2
}

 
342 short (length) 

2 
343 tall 

 
344 short (height) 

1 
345 thick 

{2
}

 
346 thin 

1 
347 fat 

3 
348 skinny 

1 
349 wide or broad 

{4
}

 
350 narrow 

4 
351 deep 

{V4
}

 
352 shallow 

2 
353 round 

{V2
}

 
354 full 

4
.1 

355 right side 

4
.{3

}, 4
.{2}

 
356 left side 

{2/3
}

 
357 straight 

2 
358 far 

{1/2
}, {2}

 
359 near 

1, 1
, 1.1 

360 this 

{V
1
}

 
361 that 

{}4 
362 black 

{}1 
363 white 

{}1 
364 red 

{}{1
}

 
365 green 

{}3 
366 yellow 

{}4
. {}{V4

}
 

367 dirty 

{}.{4
}

 
368 new 

{}.3 
369 old 

{}.{4}, {}, 1
.{4}

 
370 dark 

{}, 1
.{}

 
371 bright 

{1/2
}

 
372 same 

{2
}.{}

 
373 different 

1 
374 sweet 

{N
1
}

 
375 sour 

2 
376 bitter 

4 
377 spicy 

4 
378 rotten 
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Proto Northern Burmic
 

Ref Gloss 

2 
379 swell 

4 
380 dry 

{V
4
}

 
381 wet 

{3
}, {1/2

}
 

382 hot 

{2
}, {2

}
 

383 cold 

{V4
}

 
384 sharp 

{}.{2
}

 
385 blunt 

{V2
}

 
386 heavy 

2 
387 hard 

{4}.{}
 

388 smooth 

{4
}

 
389 fast 

2
, 2

.{V1
}

 
390 slow 

3
.1 

391 strong 

3
.{V

2
}

 
392 weak 

{V2
}

 
393 tired 

4
.{V4}

 
394 blind 

3
.{V4}

 
395 deaf 

{1
}, {4

}, {4
}

 
396 bald 

{}.2 
397 naked 

{V
2
}

 
398 good 

{}.{V
2
}

 
398 bad 

3
.{4

}
 

402 when? 

3
.{1

}, 3
.{V}

 
403 where? 

3
.4

.{V
4
}

 
404 who? 

3
.{V

1
}, 3

.{}.{V
1
}

 
405 what? 

3
.{4

}
 

406 how many? 
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APPENDIX A: ABBREVIATIONS 

Abbreviation Definition 

1,2,3,4,5 tonal scale, 1 is low, 5 is high 

A Achang 

adj adjective 

ALP alveopalatal 

ALV alveolar 

asp aspirated 

ASP aspirated 

ATR advanced tongue root 

B Bela 

Bang. Bangladesh 

C consonant 

Cvl voiceless consonant 

Cs sibilant consonant 

CT creaky tone (Burmese) 

C1 initial consonant in a syllable 

C2 final consonant in a syllable 

C2s stopped final consonant in a syllable 

cl classifier 

CECIL Computerized Extraction of Components of Intonation in Language 

CONS consonantal 

CONT continuant 

DTL dental 

ed. editor 

G glide or approximant 

gl glottis 

glot glottal 

GLT glottal 

H/L high/low (falling or level tone) 

HF high falling tone 

HL high level tone 

HT heavy tone (Burmese) 

KT killed tone (Burmese) 

L Lashi 

LF low falling tone 

LT level tone 

LT level tone (Burmese) 

LAB labial 

LBD labiodental 

LL low level tone 

LSA Linguistic Society of America 

LTBA Linguistics of the Tibeto-Burman Area (Journal) 

M Maru 

No Number 

P Phon 

PAL palatal 

PNB Proto Northern Burmic 

ppl people 
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Abbreviation Definition 

Pt part 

R. River 

Ref Reference 

rd round 

recons reconstruction 

ris falling rising tone in Bela [323] 

S Spoken (Burmese) 

SEA Southeast Asia 

sib sibilant 

SIL Summer Institute of Linguistics 

sp spread 

T tone 

tns tense vocalic (tongue root - ATR) 

ten tense syllable (phonation) 

Tran Transcription 

Ttl total 

unasp unaspirated 

Unq unique 

UNESCO United Nations Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organization 

V vowel 

var variation 

V1 simple vowel or first vocalic element in a diphthong 

V2 second vocalic element in a diphthong 

VC/vc voiced 

vd voiced 

vl voiceless 

VLR velar 

Vol. volume 

Z Zaiwa 

W Written (Burmese) 

WB Written Burmese 

t tense syllable 

# syllable boundary 

[x] "x" is phonetic 

/x/ "x" is phonemic 
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APPENDIX B: PHONOLOGICAL RULES 

SUMMARY OF PHONOLOGICAL RULES 

 

Rule Achang Bela Lashi Maru Phon Zaiwa 

3.01 NA NA NA NA NA NA 

3.02 NA NA NA NA NA NA 

3.03 NA NA NA NA NA NA 

3.04 Rule 7 - Rule 7 Rule 7 - Rule 7 

3.05 Rule 7 - Rule 7 Rule 7 - Rule 7 

3.06 Rule 7 - Rule 7 Rule 7 - Rule 7 

3.07 x - x x - x 

3.08 x - - - - - 

3.09 Rule 8 - - - - - 

3.10 Rule 7 - Rule 7 Rule 7 - Rule 7 

3.11 Rule 7 - Rule 7 Rule 7 - Rule 7 

3.12 Rule 7 - Rule 7 Rule 7 - Rule 7 

3.13 Rule 7 - Rule 7 Rule 7 - Rule 7 

3.14 - - - - x - 

3.15 - - - - Rule 14 - 

3.16 - - Free var - - - 

3.17 x - x x - x 

3.18 x - x x - x 

3.19 - - - - x - 

3.20 - - - - x - 

3.21 x - - - - - 

3.22 - x - x - - 

3.23 - - - - - x 

3.24 - x x x x x 

3.25 Rule 8 - - - - - 

3.26 - Free var - Free var - Free var 

3.27 x - - - - - 

3.28 - x - x x x 

3.29 - - - x - - 

3.30 - - Free var Free var - - 

3.31 x - x x - x 

3.32 x - - - - - 

3.33 - - - x - - 

3.34 - - - - x - 

3.35 x x x - - x 

3.36 - - - - - x 
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Rule Achang Bela Lashi Maru Phon Zaiwa 

3.37 - - - Free var Free var - 

3.38 - - - Free var - - 

3.39 - - x - - - 

3.40 - - - x - - 

3.41 - - - x x - 

3.42 - x - - - - 

3.43 - x - - x - 

3.44 - - x - - - 

3.45 - - - x - - 

3.46 - - - x - - 

3.47 - - - - x - 

3.48 Free var - - - - - 

3.49 x - - - - - 

3.50 - x - x x - 

3.51 - - - x - - 

3.52 - - - - x - 

3.53 x - - - - - 

3.54 x - - - - x 

3.55 - - - - x - 

3.56 - x - - - - 

3.57 x - x - - - 

3.58 - - - x - - 

3.59 x - - - - - 

3.60 x - - - - - 

3.61 - x - x - - 

3.62 - - x - - - 

3.63 - - - - x - 

3.64 - - - - - x 

3.65 - x - x x - 

3.66 - x - x x - 

3.67 - x - x x - 

3.68 - - x - - - 

3.69 - - - - x - 

3.70 - x x x x - 

3.71 - - - - x - 

3.72 x x x x x x 

3.73 x - - - - - 

3.74 - x - x x - 

3.75 - - - x - - 

3.76 - - - - x - 
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Rule Achang Bela Lashi Maru Phon Zaiwa 

3.77 Free var - - - - - 

3.78 x - - - - - 

3.79 - - - Free var Free var - 

3.80 - x - x x - 

3.81 - - x - - - 

3.82 - - x - x - 

3.83 x - - - - x 

3.84 - - x - x - 

3.85 - - Free var - - - 

3.86 - - Free var Free var Free var - 

3.87 - x - - - x 

3.88 - - - x x - 

3.89 x - - - - - 

3.90 x - x x - - 

3.91 x - x x - - 

3.92 x - x - - - 

3.93 x x x x - x 

3.94 - - - - - x 

3.95 x - x x - x 

3.96 x - x x - x 

3.97 x - x x - x 
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APPENDIX C: DISTINCTIVE FEATURES 

The following are the Northern Burmic Distinctive features: 

 

Consonants 

 
+asp, -vc  


               

-vc                  
+vc                  

Syllabic - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

Consonantal + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 

Sonorant - - - - - - - - - - * + + + + + + + 

Continuant - - - - - - + + + + + - - - * + + + 

Nasal - - - - - - - - - - - + + + - - - - 

Strident - - - - + + + + + - - - - - - - - - 

Lateral - - - - - - - - - - - - - - + - - - 

Distributed + * - - + + - * + - - - * - * - - - 

Labial + - - - - - + - - - - + - - - + * - 

Coronal - + - - + + - + + - - - + - + - + + 

Anterior + + - - + - + + - - - + + - + - - - 

High - - + - - - - - - + - - - + - + - + 

Back - - + - - - - - - + - - - + - + + - 

Low - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - + - 

 

Note: where asterisks (*) are present, the precise value is uncertain. 
 

Vowels 

 
Symbol             
Syllabic + + + + + + + + + + + + + 

high + + - - - - + - - + + - - 

low - - - - + - - - + - - - - 

back - - - - - - + + + + + + + 

LAB/rd - - - - - + - - - + + + + 

ATR (tns) + - + - + - + * - + - + - 
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